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to enter Guaymas today, the
last federal foothold in Sonora.
This was the substance of a message from Governor Pestmiera at JJer- mosillo to his cousin, Robert
ra. former revolutionary
agent at
Washington.
A thousand Yaqui Indians have been
sent in "pursuit of the flying and
scattered federals by the rebel com- mander, General Obregon.
INSURRECTO GENERAL DEMANDS
Colonel Fiancisco Chiapa, alternate-THRESIGNATION OF PRES- ly lender of the administration and
j'rebol forces in Mexico since the be- IDENT HUERTA
ginnirg of the original uprising
Porfirip Diaz,
j'.iyahist
ELECTION
WANTS
HEL0"as executed by state troops near
:
Guaymas yesterday, according to ad- vices received here. He was taken
SUGGESTS CONVENTION OF DEL;.ri:,cner by General Obregon in the
EGATES REPRESENTING ALL
recent battle at Ortiz, and an insur-- i
THE FACTIONS
gent court martial ordered him shot,
j
Chiapa, it jg said, carried on a gne-rilla campaign for more than three
PROTESTS TO UNITED STATES years m cnmtiii.u'a and honora.
pected

CARRANZA MAKES;

M'REYNOLDS DOES

PROPOSA1 FOR

NOT WAIT FOR

JUNE

BREAKS WORLD'S RECORD
Cardiff, Wales, June 28. W. F.

of the Polytechnic Harrios,
today made a world's record by runseconds at
ning 150 yards in H
the sports here. He also tied the
seconds for the
British record of 9
100 yards.
Applegarth ran third in
the rinal of the 200 meters at the
Olympic games.
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CITY EDITION

28, 1913.
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Excellent sanitary jquipincut has
been provided. t Each tent will be supi
cots, blankets,
plied with sanitary
NOW READY
I
necesother
quilts, washstands and
sary equipment. The guests are asA
sured of comfortable quarters.
beautiful park has been staked off
near the camp. Here hammocks may
be swung for the resting places of
HEAT
WAVE
DINING
SWEEPS MIDDLE
TENT the
HALL, KITCHEN,
of the
camp under
guests
PLATFORMS
AND
OTHER
STATES; COLD WEATHER
the shade
of the pines. The
STRIKES THE WEST
BUILDINGS COMPLETED
camp site proper is in a clearing, the
New Mexico sun pouring down upon
it like a" benediction all during the
TEMPERATURE CAUSES DEATH
RUSTIC
BUILT
BRIDGE
IS

nrc nrv
cut
Jill. LMC in

FOR

FREEZING

OCCUPANCY

JURY DOES NOT AGREE
Cleveland, O., June 28. The jury
in the case of Guisepi Pomare, the
CASES
Youngstown, Ohio. Italian, charged
with sending a threatening letter to
THIS SHELVES INVESTIGATION President Wilson demanding $3,000 of
day.
him, disagreed today. Federal Judge
The young men who did the work
Day announced that he would have TRAILS ARE LAID OUT TO POINTS on the camp site, in addition to Sec- CINCINNATI PEOPLE VICTIMS OF
REPRESENTATIVE KAHN'S PROBE Pomare
examined by alienists.
UNEXPECTED PERIOD OF
retary Le Xoir, and the expert carOF INTEREST IN THE NEAR
TO EE LAID ON
are Sketchley Moore, Clifford
penter,
HIGH TEMPERATURE
(
VICINITY
THE TABLE
RELICS OF PERRY
H.
Stewart, Charles
Dougherty,
Washington, June 28. In response
Brown and Frank Condon.
to an urgent request from officers of; EVERY COMFORT
STREET CRACKS
The management of the camp is ST.- - LOUIS
PROVIDED
SENSATIONAL
IS
EVIDENCE
the Toledo museum of art, Rear Ad- numa
that
anxious
la:ge
particularly
miral Blue, acting secretary of the
ber of Las Vegans visit the camp on WARMTH CAUSES BRICK PAVEOCWILL
SAY IF PUBLISH- navy, today granted permission for PUBLIC INSPECTION
ASKS THAT NO MORE ARMS BE
CONGRESSMEN
Proposals are Denied
July 4. A warm reception will be givMENT TO BURST WITH A
Ea"le Pass, Tex.. .Time 28. Accord- CUR ON JULY 4; EVERYBODY
the institution to keep Commodore
PEOALLOWED TO PASS FOR USE
ED IT MIGHT CREATE
en all visitors who come. The public
to constitutionalist headquarters
LOUD REPORT
ing
5.
will
when
until
it
IS INVITED
Perry's flag
July
OF FEDERALS
is urged to make a trip to the camp
PLE'S PREJUDICE
officials at Piedras Negras, Mex., Govthen be taken by. Ensign ho wry and
will
This
that it may be inspected.
ernor Carranza has made absolutely
Dlaoed on the restored frigate Niagara
Chicago, June 28 A gentle breeze
make everybody in Las Vegas a booswork
success
the
of
the
Elated
with
28.
euustiano
June
28.
Without
June
Washington,
no proposals for peace,
Washington,
to remain there with other Perry re- They deny
from
the lake today gave some relief
in
will
assist
and
the
for
ter
camp
em
was
Carranza, head of the constitutionalthat he made such an olfer as Xa waiting for the house judiciary com lies throughout a cruise of the Great the construction 'gang that
from other to the people of Chicago, and inspired
tourists
here
drawing
C.
M.
A.
on
Y.
of
the
site
the
nas
proployed
mittee to act upon Representative hakes.
1
ists, through his agents here,
polecn Martinez offered.
from Texas. the hope that the heat wave had been
camp above El Porvenir returned yes- parts of this state and '
tested to secretary
Kahn's resolution, Attorney General
liryan against
information
Additional
regarding broken.
to
Las Vegas. The
terday afternoon
the importation of munitions' of war
McReynolds today sent to congress
There was a drop in temperature
BIG ATHLETIC CARNIVAL
SLIT SKIRTS FORBIDDEN
rates
and other fea
camp site was left practically ready transportation,
to the
to the Huerta forces through Laredo,
of
three degrees between ? o'clock
Chicago. June 28. The greatest ath all the correspondence relating
Ky., June z$. Chief of for
houisville,
be
will
tures
of
the
camp
published
Five
occupancy.
platforms for
Texas, while the same exportations letic carnival ever neiu in Chicago, Postponement of the
this morning and noon,
Police Lindsay today issued a blanket
the latnext
week.
12x14
early
8x10
. are forbidden to his forces,
under the and
tents, six platforms for
ter hour the official thermometer regperhaps on the continent, will be white slave cases and Western Fuel order for the arrest of wearers of
neutrality proclamation of 1912. His opened this afternoon at Grant park, company indictments, which caused, split gkirts without protecting under- - tents, a dining hall, kitchen, store
istered 85 degrees. Threo more deaths
STANDARD IS REINSTATED
house and other buildings were
note contends that the situation In The contest will begin with a mara-- j the recent resignation ot United
"
reported
today brougnt the heat morjr.
garments.
Jefferson City, Mo., June 28. The
the eight days the
Mexico is one. to which the procla- Jhon race, following the long fUa j States Attorney McNab at San Fran-iishetotal
up to 13. Prostrations
"A number of women have been erected during
tality
ancourt today
'
work was in progress. All that now Missouri supreme
1
.!!:
mation was intended to apply.
have been numerous and ambulances
custom In the Olympic games, cisco.
appearing on the streets of houisdecision
the
a
nounced
allowing
have been kept busy responding to
and will close a week from Sunday! After struggling for two hours with ville in dresses which the laws of remains is to stretch the canvas.
of Indiana,
Y. M. C. Standard Oil company
LeNoir
of
the
calls.
Secretary
Carranza's Proposition
forwarded
by decency forbid and I believe this is
witn the National Amateur Athletic the mass of documents
which had been ousted from the(
June 2S. Carranza, union championship on the program the attorney general, the committee without doubt a disorderly act," says A., who was in charge of the work,
Mexico City,
state, to continue business in Misit
which
says
No Relief in Sight.
of
days,
eight
state
required
the lebel governor of the
for next Saturday.
,
was. forced to recess to attend a ses- the chief's order.
a souri,
was
and
at
most
done
June 28. No immeof
thoroughly
basi3
as
a
Washington,
The
national
which
are
track
Chairman
peace
"I
refer to skirts
sion of the house.
Clayton
Ccauuiiu, proposes
split up
The decision does not revoke the
between his followers and those of and field, meet, the first of its kind, said Mr. McReynolds had submitted the side, exposing the limb. As long minimum of expense. Including cart- order of ouster issued some time ago, diate relief for the middle west, but
cooler weather today and tomorrow
as an undergarment is worn beneath age, material, the services of an ex- as
the present administration that the will be run off this aiternoon.
all the papers in the case.
a result of proceedings instituted in the east. This
was the weather
a
cook
other
and
and
is
pert
carpenter
well
as
hut
it
all
the
cabinet
"are
dresses,
said
many,
split
right,
ministers,
permanent
"Among these," he
t
law, bureau's
the state under the
answer today to the
work by
the
cost
the
total
of
made
is
a
only
expenses,
where
as a candidate for the presidency of
exposure
flagrant
made
if
might
prejudice
so
which,
public,
TWO BOYS DROWNED
but merely suspends the order for
numerous heat prostrations reported
commit- - it is the duty of the police to make was $08. Of course, the tents, bedthe republic, be named at a convenlong a time as the company complies
June 28. Two the trials of the case. The
Wyo.,
Cheyenne,
reduring the last 21 hours.
ding and other equipment will
tion of representative of ail tue pun-iu.- i sons of Mr. and Mrs. Rouen Gose. tee desires to weed out all the papers arrests."
with the laws of the state.
"The weather is not uiwasonnhi'j
a
large outlay.
J
quire
The suspension of the ouster was and is not
parties, in combination with reb- aged 12 and 9 years, were drowned relating to the postponement of the
breaking sve
..'.
work
done
savs
The
the
secretary
el delegates.
made altei rp.vmence had been taken
in the irrigating reservoir on the Gose case- and unle8S um 18 QOne tne cor'
i
r
1'oiri
V
iiiy
tt
t
t
'
V
Will).
made-publ- ic
fee
lyj
to .Vapoleon . Martinez, ranch,- near Upton,-- Wyo.,
..li
"
yesterday; response--wiM-ni
like
lite
was
excellent.
labored
.
They
the negotiator who claims to have .re-- .When-foun'-;
tain the ccVtention Oi u'J
the '.two were clasped'in "When the committee resumed it
depended upon their exertions, and, that it no longer had a monopoly of
t10al"'tnat Provisional President
each other's arms, the eider appar- - was decided that portions of the
It is midsummer and every
nun,..
'
ON TRIP TO EUROPE under the direction of an expert carana Manuel Amaya, iugi-tn- e
the oil business of the state.
having died in an effort to save respondence relating to the postponemidsummer
expect
to
avail.
was
labor
their
good
penter,
residents of Monterey, tnese two his brother.
inent of the eases prouaDly would oe
awhile."
The tents all will be floored, and
assert that it was authorized by car' WHISKBROOM WINS RACE
presented to the house next Wednes- NEGRO WHITE SLAVER PROMISES
to
a
be
will
of
the
sides
wood
height
ranza himself.
day, with a report which may reconv
Belmont Park, June 28 Whisk-brooSnow Storm in Utah
CANADIAN
GOVERNMENT
of over a foot. They are to be semend that the Kahn resolutions be 3
ne lunher suggested in this proII won the suburban uandicap
Salt Lake City, June 28. Rain and
HE
THAT
WILL
LEAVE
A
HUNKER APPOINTED
curely anchored, so that the heaviest here,
laid on the table, since the object of
posal that provisional President Huertoday Lallore was second and snow continued to fall in Utah today
to tear them
wind will be unable
ta immediately name a presidential
their introduction has been accomMeridian third. The time for the and overcoats were In, order. In Salt
Montreal, June 28. Jack Johnson, down.
The tent sites are drawn tip mile and a
candidate and a minister of foreign
ROAD
plished.
quarter was 2 minutes Lake the temperature was 53 dethe negro pugilist, and convicted in a
e
of
facing El Cjelo. In flat, a new world's record for the race. grees, 29 below normal. Snow storms
none
make
will
committee
The
affairs and then resign office, after
white slaver, promised the Canadian front
of the tents a large open space
the papers public until the report has
which the choice of the convention
and freezing temperatures were reauthorities under oath is to be left for a
immigration
croquet grounds
SURChairANNOUNCEMENT
COMES AS
been prepared for the house,
from the; Higher altitudes.
would succeed constitutionally to the
ported
totoday that he would sail for Europe
and a gathering place where camp
man Clayton announced.
PRISE, AS TAUPERT WAS
piovisional presidency.
SYSTEM
morrow on the Bteamer
ALARI1
NEW
Corinthian fires wil lburn at
night.
SLATED FOR POSITION
Heat Causes Suicide,
and return to Chicago in time for the
The dining hall is of timber, made
Villa Closing In On Juarez.
O., June 2S. Last night
Cleveland,
adjudication of his appeal from con- in rustic effect, and is a beautiful litAPPROPRIATION IS CUT
BE INSTALLED was the hottest of the year, and, thouTO
Governor William C. McDonald has
El Paso, Tex., June 282 Col. & A.
Harrisburg, Pa., June 28. In the viction.
tle building. Its dimensions are 16x02
sands "led to the parks and
P. Hatfield, commanding the United announced the selection of George H.
Johnson was brought before the au- feet. The kitchen
of the 1913 session of
adjoins it, as does
for relief. Crazed by the extreraa
States border patrol west of El Paso, Hunker of this city as a member of closing hours
the Pennsylvania legislature, which thorities today and subjected to for- the storehouse. A rusitic bridge has BELL WILL RING THE NUMBER heat Mrs. Jessie Burbank.
mother
reported today to Fort Bliss to Gen. the road commission to succeed A.
the appropriation mal examination as to his intentions. been thrown across tlte river
OF THE WARD IN WHICH
and
of three children, committed suicide.
Hugh L. Scott, brigade commander, A. Jones, who resigned recently when adjourned today,
in the He was informed that a detective trails have been
OCCUR
CONFLAGRATIONS
made
to nearby
the arrival of Pancho Villa and his he left for Washington to take up for Pennsylvania's participation
would accompany him on the Corin- points of interest. A
cut
was
Pacific
Panama
exposition
bor-ber his
Hot in Kansas
refrigerator has
duties as assistant secretary of
.force of rebels at Palomas on the
thian as far as Quebec.
been built and will be used in keep- A new fire signal system is being
west of El Paso, oppositie Colum- the interior. The appointment came from $450,000 to $300,000.
Kansas City, June 28. Ail Kansas
installed that will solve the problem and western Missouri suffered from
bus, N. M. Another band of rebels as a surprise, as the Commercial club
of informing all the citizens as to sweltering heat today.
under Juan Dozal, Villa's chief lieu- and citizens had recommended the
Starting at
AN
where a fire is located when an rilarm 82 degrees at 7 o'clock, the thermotenant, is reported Dy Colonel Hat- appointment of Mayor Robert J.
field at La Ascension, south of Pais turned in. This system will tap, meter here in four hours had climbed!
It was understood the appointee
lomas.
Toribio Ortega is at Lake was to have been a man not actively
the main alarm has been turn- to 89.
after
BY
AND ATTORNEY
Guazman, still further
No relief was in sight for Missouri
south, with engaged in politics, in order to remed in, the number of the ward in
another force. A Villa command
which the blaze is located.
and Kansas. Rain in parts of Oklaedy the friction which has existed
from Ojinaga is today reported appo- between the road commissioners and
there.
Thus, when an alarm is turned in; homa lowered temperatures
'
site Fabens, Tex., east of Juarez the
at
the
bell
the
Fourth
at
the
ward,
that
Oklahoma
relieved
new
from
Rains
since
the
City
commission
county
about 40 miles.
road law went into operation.
city hall will, at intervals of three! portion.
Villa went to Palomas to try and
8.
Attorney for Pennsylvania's interest in Balti- fie by either the Union Pacific ri i fa seconds, tap four times. It promises j
Washington, June
William Springer, a member of the
more
food
ammunition
better
and
get
to be a success as citizens can obtain
Three Deaths in Cincinnati
road board, who resigned some time General McReynolds and representa- - more and Ohio; the sale of the re- shareholders.
for his men before attacking Juarez;
Officials today declared that Presi- reliable Information without resort-Cincinnati, O., June 28. Threo
this morning that he had tivea' 0 the Union Pacific, it was maining 88,00000 of Southern Pastated
ago,
also to secure repairs to a damaged
cific through the mediums of a trust dent Wilson
deaths and numerous prostraii' i i
not withdrawn his resignation, al learned
and Attorney General ing to the telephone.
today, have reached an agree- company under such safeguards as
machine gun. He only has three of
the
was
by
idea
This
McDonald
originated
urghad
Governor
had
been
early today marked what promised ti
McReynolds
in
acperfect
these guns, and one is in need of re" though
ment for the dissolution of, the great will end control of the Southern Paci- - cord all
to reach an agreement mayorand will be tested tomorrow.! be the city's hottest day thus f;.r i"
ed him to remain on the commission
along
of
pairs.
are hereby notified of summer. The resumption of tl i
for the dissolution, provided a
is the other mem- Harriman merger. The principles
plan The citizens
He also has hopes that the troops fostcnos Delgado
the
are in harmony with
could be evolved that would meet the the testing that they may understand livery of ice, despite the fact t,,1! V i
is
that
It
of
the
board.
rumored
the
ber
plan
;.-:..;.....
reporting coming from Sonora to join
V
in order views of President Wilson, and he is
demands of the Sherman law. It. was when the bell rings tomorrow that. strike continues, probably prfnt '"i
he contemplates resimnn-IN CONGRESS
TODAY
be
will
resi-noIt
to
them.
a
hfi
of
declared that while there had never they are not required to worry about more fatalities.
allow
approve
t(
expected
appointment
field artillery, as he is without can-- j
been any tendency to place obstacles a fire.
dent of Las Vegas, giving the board submitted Monday to the judges of
in St. Louis.
Ninety-Siin the way of an
adThe Fifth United States cavalry at an opportunity for' more united work. the Eighth circuit United States court
Washington, June 28. senate: Cau- ministration had agreement, the
28. The ternm-ru-turNICARAGUA
IN
St.
June
REBELLION
Paul.
Louis,
that
at
St.
Hunker
said
this
Mr.
read-insisted on an ade!
morning
Fort Huachuca, Ariz., is held In
cus continued work on tariff bid and
Gov28.
was
93 tlcgrees. Tho
2
with
o'clock
court
at
June
The plan will go to the
.dissolution.
Managua, Nicaragua,
mess to come to El Paso the minute hp expects the governor to come
voted down all amendments to free quate
'
a
of
vitrified
caused
brick i a
heat
the
ernor
of
to
in
consult
qualified
department
order
the
The pkn evolved.it is believed, will
Vargas
government approval,
fighting starts, to assist the Second er here Tuesday
and
to
rebel
ment
witu a hx.l
break
mat-lera list woolen goods.
of
north
expand
on
the
a
in
the
Nicaragua,
give
commissioners
road
the
that
with
judges
and
request
artilbut
by
the
Sixth
it,
cava'iary
Battery C,
government
Transacted no business and ad accomplish'
1
was
afA
crack
noise
final
diagonal
a
now here, in protecting El Paso, ters.
limited time before entering
takes the precaution cf asking for a led against the government today,
journed at 2:05 p. m. until Wednesacross
f.'reet.
the
The
his
of
relieved
post.
ter
The people of the county are anxi- - decree, during which the government
and preserving order along the ,bor-- !
limited time within which to make
being
day, July 2.
was immediately suppressed,
der in the event of an attack by Villa, ous that the governor create a road may possibly make objection which
House: Judiciary committee exam objections, so that in case public dis- uprising
and
succeeded in
General Scott is holding a special board which can work in harmony cannot now be foreseen. Attorney ined in
tut
of
cussion
the
Vargas
Caml-netand
further
in
all
proposition
papers
private
a
now
train under steam on the siding at with the county authorities', as the General McReynolds does not expect
is
fugitive.
vITV,i.." , t
study by officials shows any weak
case.
- rt Co",
' o
J
Fort Huachuca to bring troops here highways are in a deplorable condi-- ! to eo to St. Paul, but will send G.
JiF
the
hands
three-daness,
on
of
the
administraof
series
Leaders agreed
c 't
Mis vi -i & rra
if fighting begins.
ARMS FOR CASTRO
tion will not be tied.
tlon owing to tf.e lack of work done Carroll Todd, special assistant, who
recesses for next two weeks.
1 V t C
" f
28.
.
rule
June
in the past year. There is no objec- has been associated in the negotiaUarbadoes,
An
now
effort
is
Bridgetown,
being made to
Public lands committee continued
'
r
A number of cases of rifles and am- instil i"( 1 coii.1 I't I
Ojeda's Army Scattered
tion to Mr. Hunker on persona! tions.
have
the
of
the
water
on
Ketch
States
United
judges
Hetchcy
hearings
i i
'
'
V
the
!
Douglas, Ariz., June 28. Most of grounds,- but his appointment is dewere
here
seized
munition
court
General
the
for
nrju'
McReynolds today project.
by
Attorney
Eighth circuit, who sit
authorities today. They had ing h s,
Ojeda's federal army has been scat- plored because it is believed it wi'l said he was not ready to discuss the
Filibuster renewed on bi-- for ad- as a district court In the case, astered, the Huerta commander is him- - not tend to improve the situation situation or details. It is understood, ditional federal judge for eastern semble in St. Paul Monday. Tho de- been lauded from a mail steamer a
self a fugitive and the rebellious which has allowed the highways to however, that the plan will provide Pennsylvania.
tails of the fiian will not be made tliree weeks ago and were; intended CCe,r i il t,
state troops, victorious in the seven rim down during th
n
2:45
at
until
o'c'ock
past several for exchanging $38,000,000 of Fouthern
public, out of respect to the court, it for an c;ent of Cipriuno Caftro. the ieic
Adjourned
''
is faiJ, until the plan is prepared.
days' battles around Ortiz, are fx-- ' months.
Pacific stock he'd by Union Pacific noon Wednesday, July 2.
former Venezuelan d;i later.
ATTORNEY
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To Clean Up Broken Lines, Odds and Ends

and Remnants from the

Big Sale, We Will Continue, for One More Week, Our Semi

annual

Li

Ail

v v

W E E K

Saturday Evening, July 5th., Is Positively the Last of this Sale

o
f"u

PV

OFF

w t1
II

111

in Silk, Wool. Linen and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Coats, Wool Suits, Wash Suits, Parasols, Millinery, Lawns, Batistes, Dimities,
sues, Ratines and Fancy Wash Goods at

y

j

All

Other Lines

All Other Lines

ALL WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S

throughout the store EXCEPT Nemo
Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks, Toilet
Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, all Threads,
Women's and Children's High Shoes and
all Hen's Shoes, at

OXFORDS, SANDALS AND WHITE SHOES AT

ONE THIRD OFF
This includes our entire line of low shoes for women and children and all high
white shoes. Until July 5th., your choice of the lot at

ONE THIRD OFF

One Third Off

Las Vedas'Leadittg Store

SALE FOR CASH ONLY

;

SALE FOR CASH ONLY

NOTHING EXCHANGED

NOTHING EXCHANGED

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

Established

v v v

June 28 The new
Xew York,
Equitable building, which is Boon to
rise on the site of the old building
of that name which was destroyed in
the spectacular fire two years ago,
will be the largest office building in
the world. It will not be so tall as
its
the Woolworth
building, but
structhe
is
such
area
that
ground
ture will have more rentable office
space than any other building in the
world.

the result that the products of the
United States will probably be splendThe
idly represented at the show.
Commercial Museum in Philadelphia
has undertaken the whole organiza
tion of the American section.
A new departure

States. The bureau will then extend
its services to the general public in
correctly determining the weight of
preoious stones. It will have facilities for weighing gems and stones
of a carat to
ranging from
500 carats.
The idea is to protect
the people of New York from the
trickery which might be attempted
dealers with the
by unscrupulous
coming into use of the new carat.
The bureau will not, however, pass
on the question of value.

of fifty Russian teachers

The vacation season among Wa'l
brokers has begun this summer much earlier than usual. For
many weeks, as everyone knows, business in the "Street" has been as
dull as the proverbial ditch water,
with only an occasional flurry to
ripple the surface. So the brokers
figure that they might as well take
a run over to Europe or enjoy the;r
selves in the mountains or at the
shore as to stick around their offices
and listen to the sleepy-tickintape.
Some of the office
managers and
many clerks are enjoying enforced
vaactlons. Business with some of
the brokerage firms has been so had
of late that they have cut down their
forces and have even gone to the ex
tent of closing up their branch office
in order to reduce expenses.

A

wili

pt-r'-

i'

i

.ve here next week for mi street

extended study ot the social education of the fnited States. Boris
Marachess, a Russian teacher an J
journalist, is here to complete thb
arangements for the visit of the Russian pedagogues. After a week or
more in New York the party will vii-i- t
Chicago, Pittsburgh, Washington,
Philadelphia, Boston and other cities
in each of which the visitors will
study settlement work, playground
faciiitie. nd other phases of social
wlnr:.'!;

:al work.

Kiralfy, director genera of
exposition, which
is to be held in London next year, to
of peace
celoiirate the centenary
peoples, has
pTTions English-speakinnailed for England after ten weeks
fpent here in organizing American
committees, Mr. Kiralfy succeeded in
Mining up a live interest in the exposition anions leading American
iiannr:icttirTM and business men, with1
Irme

the

Anglo-America- n

g

attract an

in the activities
of Mayor Gaynor's bureau of weights
Elaborate preparations are being
and measures will ' be made next
Tuesday. On that day the interna- made for the entertainment of the
tional
carat will come fire chiefs who will be here from
into general use in the United nearly all the large cities of the Uni-

Colorado has gone the other west
em states one better in the publicity
campaign to attract immigrants. The
state board of immigration, headed
by Governor Amnions, has leased the
New Grand Central palace in this
city for a Colorado exposition. The
show will be given during the month
of November, and will bring to the
metropolis the products of the soil
nnd of the mines of Colorado, ami
in addition, will present to New Yorkers a travel and sportsman's show.

g

'

Saratoga, once the queen of American spas but not so much frequented
hy the heavy spenders since racing
was discontinued and the lid clamped
down .some years ago, will endeavor

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

SouthSidcPksa

1862

added number of visit
ors this summer by giving a great
historical pageant on a scale of un
usual magnificence. The spectacle
will be given daily
for an entire
week at the end of July. Everything
of consequence in the earlier years
of Saratoga Springs, every phase of
the life of the last two centuries will
pass in review before the visitor.
Since so many of the earliest settlers
came from Holland the pageant will
make settlement by the Dutch its
starting point. The costumes will be
notable for fidelity to the life of the
time and brilliant coloring will lend
attractiveness to the presentation.
to

STRA 1 TOPICS FROM
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

throughout the store EXCEPT Nemo
Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks, Toilet
Goods. Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, all Threads,
Women's and Children's High Shoes, and
all Men's Shoes at

One Third Off
n

SI fj

K.

Tis-

her. Every one is opened during the
season, which speaks well for the
prosperity of New York. At the
same time, if it were not for the
100,000 visitors in the metropolis every day of the year there probably
would be "To let" signs tacked on
many a Broadway playhouse.
Electrical
illuminations, athletic
meets, band concerts, song carnivals,
parades and pageants will combine to
make New York's tireless Fourth a
merry one next week. Mayor Gaynor's committee appointed to see that
the metropolis is happy without fireworks, has made plans to have the
city the liveliest place in the country,
and that not ifl one special center,
but, every borough will have its individual celebration to combine with
the big features of tho other bor
The illuminations, the showi
oughs.
est feature of the Fourth, will be continued for three nights. Particularly
elaborate will be the electrical decorations along the Mall in Central
Park. Huge electrical signs will be
placed at each end of the Mall, wiile
the trees on either side of the thor
oughfare will be laden with Japanese lanterns. Japanese parasols, with
strings of electric lights dropping in
to the water, will top the fountains,
the electric lighting companies of
the city have volunteered to furnish
all the current for the illuminations
without cost.

is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop Into bronchitis or pneumonla as at any other time, but not if
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red CroBs
Drug Store.

Compound

BALTIMORE COUPLE WED
New York, June 28. A wedding today of interest to the southern colony in the metropolis was that of
Miss Susanne Carrol'i, daughter of
Mrs. John Howell Carroll and
of Charles Carroll of Carrollton, and Major John
Philip Hill, who holds the position
of United States district attorney for

Baltimore. The wedding took place
this afternoon at the home of the
bride's mother in West Fifty-nintstreet.
h

r

If your digestion is faulty
Iain's Tablets will correct
are easy to take and most
in effect. For sale by all
Adv.
COMMISSION

TO

VISIT

I

Chamber are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
SNOW
it. They LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
antiseptic and healing. Price
agreeable is both
2fic, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
dealers.
by Central Drug Co.

PARIS

Paris, June 28 The American commission, which has been traveling
through Italy, Austria and Germany,
investigating ihe problems of
and rural credits system, will
reach Paris tomorrow to begin the
last leg of their European tour. The
commissioners will remain here 10
days, during which time their work
of investigation will be interspersed
with numerous features of entertain
ment.
From Pans the Americans
will proceed to England, where another 10 days will be spent before
they sai'i for home.

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge It to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to Eet full of.
impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
good healthy condition.
Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co.

Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I felt toned up and Invigorated. I recommend Foley Kidney
Pill's."
For backache, rheumatism,
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
""ftn ur un.KB 01 insects mat are ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O.
followed bv sweius
paln or ,tchin G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
should be treated promptly, as thej Store.

ted States and Canada in September
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
for the annual convention of the InIt has been observed that beautiful
ternational Association of Fire Engiwomen
always have good digestion
neers. The convention promises to
be the most notable of its kind ever
held in America. In connection with
the convention an international expo
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
sition of fire fighting apparatus, safe$50,000.00
$100,000.00
ty devices, etc., with thrilling moving
pictures showing the methods of fire
fighting and life saving, will be held
in the Grand Central Palace. The
or
president of the association Is Chief
of Dallas.
II. F. Magee
Included
I. M. Cunningham, President,
among the other officers and trustees
D. T, Hoskins, Cashitr.
of the organization are Chiefs ThomFrank Springer,
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash
as H. Haney, of Jacksonville, Fla.;
Hugo R. Delfs, Lansing, Mich.; James
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
and A. B. Take LAXATrVE
McFall, Roanoke, Va.,
BROMO Quinine
Ten Eyck, Hamilton, Ont.
Tablets. Druggists refund money If li
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S elg
Little old New York certainly is nature Is on each box. 25c.
some show town. Statistics recently
collected show there are 113 legitiACTORS TO HAVE HOSPITAL
kM-VggSAVINmate theaters in Manhattan alone,
Chicago, June 28. Scores of playGS
wtih half a dozen more to be com- ers now appearing at Chicago theaof next ters and
have volunteered
pleted before the opening
their services for the big benefit perseason. Besides the regular
Manhattan has scores of mo- formance to be given at the AuditoriS3O.000 00
tion picture theaters, a development um tomorrow in aid of the building
fund
Theatrical
for
the
American
of the theatrical business dating back
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
not more than half a dozen years. hospital. The hospital, for which a
on
site
has
the
secured
In that period 265 theaters for moalready been
tion pictures have been established. West side, will be the first instituQ. HAYUON
President
Of this number 227 are interior thea- tion of its kind in the country for
H.
of
KELLY
the
the
members
use
exclusive
W,
of
38
Vice President
ters and the' other
are of the open
D. T. HOSKINS
air kind. Including both the regular theatrical profession.
Treasurer
theaters and the motion
picture
The Brilliant Stars of June
houses there are 3S4 places of amuseINTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
By the end, of June. Mars. Venus.
ment in Manhattan. Many states of Saturn
and Jupiter will all be mornlns
the Union cannot boast of this mim-- j stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar

i
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
Paris, June 28 A considerate sensation was caused af the recent inaugural meeting of .the congress of
the Women's International Council,
held at the Sorbonne, by the Indian
female revolutionary, Carma.
By some means not clearly established, Carma obtained a seat on the

and hand them programs, and who, if
an adequate tip is not at once forthcoming, make the unfortunate pleasure seeker so uncomfortable by their
unconcealed scornful attitude that he
hurries to pay tenfold to be relieved
of the embarrassment.

Canadian delegates The British and
Colonial representatives were somewhat surprised to see the Indian
woman sit) down whenever the band
played "God Save the King," but
thought at first that ner conduct was
due to inadvertence or some unintentional cause. Their surprise, however, .was tcrned to consternation
when, seizing her opportunity, Carma
rose to her feet and delivered a violent diatribe against British rule in
India and appealed to France to help
the Indian people throw off the yoke
of King George's government. The
minister of the interior, M. . Klotz,
was horror struck and immediate'iy
sent someone to tell the woman to
stop but efforts to silence her only
had the effect of making her speak
louder.
The audience listened attentively
to what Carma said, and applauded
her when she sat down. It was apparent that, with the exception of the
English and Colonial delegates, very
few of those present had understood
one word of the violent address.
When France decided to increase

The French government has decided to prohibit the "cent in the slot"
gambling machines which are to be
found in all the smaller wine shops
of the republic. The latest statistics
were no
show that in 1911 there
fewer than 04,953 of these petty gambling machine's in use in. France, and
that their total receipts during the
year amounted to nearly 151 million
francs ($30,000,000).
These machines sire usually leased
by saloon keepers on a profit sharing
basis. During 1911 the proprietors re
celved from 20 to 30 per cent of the
total takings as their share of the
.
profit, in other words about $10,000,-000As the remaining $20,000,000
was represented by brass chets
drawn from the machines by customers successful In performing the feat
of skill in which the game consisted,
checks which are useless unless exchanged for liquor in the saloon in
which they are obtained, it is evi
dent that the deputy who denounced
these machcines as responsible for
a good deal of the recent increase of
alcoholism in France had some foundation for his views,

the compulsory military service from

two to three years in order to keep
pace with Germany, one of the government's staunchest supporters was
the veteran General Pau, who lost
his right arm fighting against the
Germans in the war of 1870.'
When Genera'i Pau, then a lieutenant, was lying wounded after the bat1-tiof' Froescwiller, with his hand
shattered by a shell, he heard one
doctor say to another that the sup
ply of chloroform was giving out.
When his turn came to be operated
upon Pau said to the doctors, "Give
the chloroform to the soldiers, I'll
go without." The doctors took him
at his word and sawed through his
wrist while Pan bit his handkerchief
to pieces.
Cheeses more than a century old
may sometimes be tasted by travelers
in the Valais and Vaud cantons o,f
Switzerland, where the finest Gruyere
is reputed to be made. Antique
cheeses are considered a great delicacy in the district, and by ancient
tradition each family possesses a
giant cheese which is handed down
as a souvenir from one generation to
another. The cheese is religiously
cellar, and only
guarded; In the
brought out on occasion of marriages,
baptisms, and other ramily events of
exceptional importance. One family
in the little village of Osfont is the
proud possessor of a cheese made in
1765, and therefore now 148 years
old.

The "ouvreuse" or cloak room attendant, the pet abomination of visitors to Paris theaters, is about to
celebrate her centenary. She originated through a conflict between
Bonapartists and1 Legitimists during
a performance at the Comedie Fran-cais- e
a hundred years ago, when the
rival parties attacked each other with
such violence that henceforth it was
made compulsory that ail sticks, umbrellas and anything else that could
be used as a weapon be deposited ip
the cloak room.
The custom then originated has today developed into the female ushers
who show theater goers to. their seats

tourist
The average American
doubtless will agree with the opinion
expressed by Mrs.. WicUersham, the
General
wife of former Attorney
she
when
W.
Wickersham,
George
was asked by the empress of Japan
for her most striking impressions of
the country.
Mrs. (Wickeasham replied: "Your
Majesty, I think they are to be found
in the flowers and the babies.'' Thereupon Her Majesty replied: "Yes, indeed, we nave many of both."
'ibis reference occurred during a
charming and interesting audience
winch was accorded by the emperor
ana empress to Mr. and
and at the same time to Prof.
Francis G. Peabody of Harvard university, and Mrs. Peaooay.
Mr. Wickersham and Prot. Peabody
were presented to both the emperor
and empress, while the ladies of the
party were received by the empress
alone, in accordance with court custom. The conversations by the majesties were in Japanese, which was
translated by an official court interpreter. Both the emperor and empress were exceedingly cordial, and
the visitors retained most pleasant
memories of a deligntful half hour
at the palace.

That the great French novelist Bal
zae was not only a believer in personal "magnetism," but himself an
expert hypnotist, is affirmed by Count
Apponyl in his "Journal," which has

just been published.
Count Apponyi
says that Balzac
g
once related an instance of
at a distance which came under his notice. "1 have believed in
magnetism from that day," Balzac
continued, "and have myself become
a powerful magnetizer. Such isjmy
force that few people psn resist" me.
Almost everyone who enters my
house becomes hpynotized, and I can
make 'them reveal their most secret
thoughts." Balzac boasted that he
could even hypontize at a distance.
The legion of friends of the Rev.
Greene, one of the most
active and prominent American missionaries in Japan, are congratulating him upon his decoration by the
emperor of Japan with the order of
the "Rising Sun," third class, in recognition of his services to Japan, extending over nearly half a century.
Dr. Greene came to Japan in 1869,
representing the American mission
board, and devoted himself to missionary work for 11 years before he
became a professor in the Doshisha
It was 25 years
college at Kyoto.
ago that Dr. Greene came to Tokio
to resume his activities in the missionary field. Today at 70 he is both
active and eager in his work and his
fine personality continues to win him
friends among both Japanese and
D. Crosby

Perfect

'"V
the health rnlea fver laid down for the piManee
of exie;tnnt mother,
it Ik an txternal application tliat fpromtH its InHuewe tinm all the
mnseles, llKiimeuts and tendinis that naCftnls,
ture eallH into piny ; they expand gracefully
vitiimit pain, without Rtruin, and thus leave
and In joyful anticipation of
the mind care-fretile irrofitoHt of all womanly nmhlthm.
Mother's Friend muwt therehue be considered
ss directly a most important intluenee upon the
character and disposition of tiie future jrenera-ttoIt is a conceded fact that, with nausea,
dread banished, there is
pain, nervousnessan and
abundance of healthy energy
stored up auch
the highest hieais of
as to hring into
theortee on the rules that
thoMO who fondly
Insure the romlug of the perfect baby.
Mothers' Friend can be had at any 1niiMlst
a bottle, and it is unquosttoiiahiy ona
at
of those remedies that always has a pUiee among
the cherished few In the medicine cabinet.
Mother's Friend Is prepared by the Urailffeld
V Lamar BId., Atlanta, tia.,
Hernia
Co.,
af;cr the formula of a noted faintly doctor.
Write them for a very instructive book to
t
See that your druggist will
mothers.
jfupoly juu with Mother's Frteud.

"An incident which explains forclnly
the great devotion of the Japanese
to their monarch recently .occurred in
a village in the prefecture of Chiba,
where a schoolmaster lost his life in
attempting to rescue a portrait of the
emperor.
A fire broke out in the village, and
before a strong wind , the flame3
spread to the nchoolhouse, in which
was a portrait of the emperor. Mr.
Ogura, the headmaster, arrived upon
the scene and finding the portrait of
the emperor in danger, rushed immoditely into the burning structure.
Others fllowed him, bent upon the
same mission. They were successful
for they soon emerged, singed and
likegrimy, but holding up the sacred
bowness of their emperor. Ogura,
ever, did not come out and his body
was fouid later in the ruins.

COULD DIE

1

Columbia, Tenn. "Many a lime,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place,
"1 wished I would die and be relieved
of my Suffering, from womanly trouble?.
I could not get
up, without pulling at
something to help me, and stayed inbed
most of the time.
I could not do my
housework.

m.

The least amount of work tired me
out. My head would swim, and I would
tremble for an hour or more. Finally, I
took Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and I don't have to go to bed.' In fact,
1 am sound
and well of all my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
helps to make them strong. It acts with
nature not against her. It is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
as if everything were wrong, and need
something to quiet their nerves and
strengthen the worn-osystem.
If you are a woman, suffering from any
of the numerous symptoms of woman!
trouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
At all druggists.

,

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sunday excepted. Second mass 8.30;
sermon in English, hymns renderefl
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
At 4
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital

C

EAST

East Las Vegas Citizens win do
Well to Profit by the Following
Many fatal cases of kidney disease
have reached an incurable stage be
cause the patient did not understand
the symptoms. Even today in East
Las Vegas there are many residents
making the same serious error. They
attribute their mysterious aches and
pains to overwork, or worry, per
haps, when all the time their rheu
matic pains, (backache and bladder
irregularities are most probably due
to weak und ailing kidneys. If you
are 111, if your Kidneys are out, ui
order, profit by this East Las Vegas
resident's experience.
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main avenue,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says:
"Through a friend's advice, I pro
cured Doan's Kidney Pills and used
them for pains in my kidneys. The
prompt and genuine relief I got, proved to my satisfaction that the merit
of this remedy is in no way 'overestimated. My experience warrants
my holding a high opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Fosterrilburn Co.,' Buffalo1,
New York, sole a?ents for the United
States..
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

:

Insist on MHurvts". if you want the hignest
quality in canned fruits

At

:

fi

STEAR.BJS
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Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier. ,
H. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

Raynolda, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President

E.

Advisory

an Institution for the

(Robinson.)
Gloria Patri, Chant (Robinson.)
Te Deum Laudamus (J. R. Thomas)
Benedlctus, Chant (Crotch.)
Hymn, "Heirs of Unending Life,"
(Nagelll.)
Sermon.
Hymn, "Holy, Holy, Holy," (Dykes)
Presentation, Chant (Anon.)
Recessional ."Praise My Soul the
King of Heaven," (Haydn.)
This chtirch is open daily for private
prayer and meditation.
TABERNACLE

educa-

.

J.

No person need hesitate to take Foley Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what is In them. Foley
& Co. guarantee them to be a pure

curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidney and bladder ailments and
irreimlarilies.
They do not contain
habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store
Take Chamberlain's Tablets. Tbev
its
enable the stomach to perform
functions naturally. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital.

forts have been made to move It to
an agricultural district,, where the
objects of the school could be work
When
ed out to better advantage.
ordered it
the legislature
final'iy
moved an Injunction
against the
change of location, was obtained. The
legal fight was ended ? week or so
ago when the supreme court decided
that a citizen had no standing In
court when opposing a decree of the
legislature unless the decree should
be unconstitutional.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

Interest Paid on

$35, COO

Time Deposits

CRYSTAL BUTTER

When the baby Is suffering the dou
ble affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It reduces

IS MADE FROM

the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle
Sold by Central Drug Co.
INAUGURATE

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

GOVERNOR

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

time-honore- d

If it may be termed a science

.

-

include

The

Science of
Selling

must

a means of presenting

the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest u?3 the

Farms
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MSMi& WANT COLUMNS
hiii

SUMMER

ALL POINTS

EXC1SIIE

IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . SILO
Fare lor round trip Colo, Sp' Si
'(Denver, . . 510;

"

-

What are you rowing with that trunk in the bow of the
boat for, Pat?
pat Sliure, an' if it was In the
stern, wouldn't I be rowin' mih'i' mI
the time? An' this way I'm rowin'
the time.
downhill

V.

STOMACH

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Atlanta, Ga., June 28. At noon today, and in the presence of hundreds
of his fellow Georgians, including the
general assembly, sitting in joint session, John M. Slaton, amid all the
solemnity and dignity with which
custom has endowed
the inaugural ceremony, was Inducted into the. office of governor of his
state. The ceremony was held In
the hall of representatives. Governor
Slaton was introduced by Joseph M.
Brown, the retiring executive. The
oath of office was administered by
CHURCH the chief justice of the state supreme
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug. court.
las avenue and Tenth street Morning worship and sermon at 11 o'clock.
NOTICE.
Bible study and Sundar school sesThe Deep Lake Hunting and Fishsion at 9:45 . m. Society of Chrising club has leased the lake known
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
as the Deep 'iake, which is located
The church extends a most hearty south of the La Jara take of this
Invitation to all people. Strangers group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
and sojourners in the city especially Lakes Land' company. No person will
welcomed.
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
D
property except members of the club,
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Comer and all persons going there must be
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B. prepared to Bhow a membership card
Green. Pastor.
in this organization. Otherwise they 4
will be arrested for trespassing.
Sunday school, 9:45 o'clock, a. m.
Morning service with sermon, 11:30 THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
o'clock.
FISHING CLUB.
B. Y. P. U., 7 o'clock p. m.
Evening service with sermon, 8 GALVESTON COTTON CARNIVAL
o'clock.
Galveston, Tex., June 28. Thousto
Invited
of persons paid tribute to King
ands
is
The public
cordially
Cotton here today. The annual cotattend any of these services.
ton carnival was opened under most
favorable conditions and with exhibBOPTIST CHURCH
SHILOH
Corner Columbia and Railroad ave- its more numerous and varied1 than
nues. Rev. W. R. Burgess, paston( in any previous year. Displays ilcotton
Preaching 11 a. in., and 8 P- m., by lustrating every phase of the
on
seen
expothe
a.
could
be
9:45
school
industry
the postor; Sunday
of
welthe
with
sition
3
are
exception
All
m.
grounds
P
B.
p
U.,
Y.
m.;
This
for
the
portion
export.
loading
come to attend these services.
of the display was conducted at the
wharves, where the visitors were
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
shown how cotton is stored aboard
mornRegular services every Sunday
the
ships for transportation to New
11
o'clock
and
Wednesday
ing at
and Europe.
York
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall.
Man (on dock)

WEAK

I

Highest In Quality Delicious In Fl vour

versity,
Holy communion 7:30,
tion of negroes, which is to be moved
9:45.
Sunday school,
to some town in the interior of the
Morning prayer and sermon 11:00. state. This marks the end of a long
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
and' expensive legal fight to keep the
Processional 489, "Pleastn are Thy university, in New. Orleans. The in
Courts," (Dykes.)
stitution is subject to the control of
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant, the legislature. For some years ef

i"')""''

A

,

t

Writt U: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
Dept., Chattanoofca, Tenn., lor Special
Instructions on your case and e
book, "Home
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. H.G. 122

very fourth

1913.

CHRISTIAN

FOR

LYE-PEELE-

ut

The charges against the TJtsuno
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
miya officials are that during the
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
preliminary hearing of a forgery case
Communion and preaching 11 a. m
they examined the accused persons
"Henry Ward Beecher."
from 16 to 29 hours at a stretch, the
Christian Endeavor 7 p. m.
defendants standing handcurrea ana
"Favorite Verses in Proverbs."
rest.
being given no opportunity for
Evening address, 8 p. m., Rev. E. C.
It is further alleged that they were Anderson.
riven food only once during the long
examination, ami w
FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cpr
were continually inflicted with the
and National avenue. Rev. JbJ.
ui
object of forcing a contession
C. Anderson, pastor.
guilt."
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor
The Tokio court of appeals is now
with sermon at 11 o'clock. Ep- ship
has
it
and
investigating the charges,
- worth League, 6:45 p. m.
Evening
thorbeen determined to sift them
111.
with sermon at 8 o'clock.
. .
.V
nf
iha
worship
..Mn
ougniy so mat iue pmo
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
treatment of prisoners by the Japanwho have no other place of wor
all
up
cleared
ese authorities may be
ship to attend divine services at this
conclusively.
church.

..

"TIIE KIND THAT IS NOT

;

TO MOVE NEGRO UNIVERSITY
New Orleans, June 28. Bids were
for the sale of the New
opened
Sixth Sunday after Trinity, June 29, Orleans today
properties of Southern uni-

Charges of torture made against
of the district
procurators
court at TJtsunomiya have awakened
considerable public interest through
out Japan, following as they So the
famous conspiracy case in Korea,
when
during the trial of Koreans
charged' with plotting to assassinate
the Japanese governor general, the
defendants accused the police of

ERROR IN
LAS VEGAS

"HUflTS QUALITY FRUITS"

ST PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 National
Avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.

public

SERIOUS

m

but Finds Better Way.

pastor.
Fist mass at S::i0 a. m; Becond mass
at 10 a. ui. Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 p m., in Spanish at
3:30 P. m. Rosary an benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

of cake.

!

LABEL

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE

t

Sunday school for English speaking and Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.

g

THE

And Be Free From Her Troubles,

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
RaDeyrolle,

for the Insane, mass
Sunday by the pastor.

CI

THERE IS NO LIE
1

"

Choir Loft

custom of
was illustrated, in an interesting
way during the illness of the emperor. When the dowager empress, who
lives at Numadzu, heard of the ma'i-ad- a
of His Majesty sne at once despatched a messenger to Tokio with
a basket of fish, symbolic of her anxiety and her hope for his speedy reThen the empress, during
covery.
her long watch by the emperor's bed
side, contracted a cold and the solicitude of the dowager empress was
turned to her as well. In acknowledgment of this the empress sent return presents consisting of a pot of
peonies, a pot of daisies and a box
The Japanese

WISHED SHE

PULPIT
AND

event-readin-

The part that American mission
aries have played in the development
of Japan is evidenced in many ways.
None was more striking than the tribute recently 'paid to Rev. Clay MacCauiey, who is known as the pioneer
Unitarian worker in Japan. Like Dr.
Greene, Mr. MacCauley has just at
tained his 70th birthday, and his
friends gathered around a dinner
table properly to observe the event.
Dr. MacCau'iey cime to Japan in 1889
to start the Unitarian mission in To
kio in response to an Invitation from
a group of prominent Japanese publi
cists and educators. He is an ardent
Tka
Baby
traveler and knows every nook and
of the Japanese empire.
Of The Fufere corner
Dr. MacCauley sums up his mission
before the
A Simple Method That Has a Wonderful in Japan as that of putting
Influence upon The Future Infant.
Japanese a rational interpretation of
Christianity as a forceful factor in
Too much can not be Bald for a wonderful
a
tpmiily, familiar to many women as Mother
western civilization, with the hope
Friend.
It la more eloquent In Us action tnan all that thereby the Japanese may dis
cover in it a peculiarly helpful and
needful source of national power and
prosperity.
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"Who's that impressive lookir
woman over yonder."'
"That's Mrs. Peekum. She's a re
woman, and
markably strong-mindethey do say that sie commands a
very large salary."
"How does she earn it?"
"She doesn't earn it. Her hiinbanl
earns it, and she commands it."

Tickets are first class food lor lv,
overs' in cither direction wl(!:i;i f;
limit. For fares to oilier poinf-- , ;
call at ticket office.

d

"Dd the play have a happy ending?"
"You bet it did. Some one in the
gallery hit the villain square in the
face with a tomato."

v

li

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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power for the pimple reason, as
pressed 'by two members of the board,
that "Taupert will spend the people's
monejon roads and not on politics.
If he is apf ouited San Miguel county
will get one hundred cents worth of
roads for every dollar spent by the
county road board."
For all of these reasons the governor was asked to appoint Mr. Taupert in the place of Mr. Jones.
were
Among those who endorsed him
men who have been and are now bitOne
terly opposed to him pol.tieally.
opponents
of his bitterest political
made a special trip to Santa Fe to
see the governor personally and urge
Taupert's appointment. The presi
dent of the Commercial club, in his
official capacity, wrote a strong letter
of recommendation. Everybody who
is interested in seeing good roads in
this county wanted to see the appoint
ment made. The general talk on the
streets was to the effect that if Governor McDonald wanted to see some
road work done in this county he
ought to appoint Taupert.
The governor had an opportunity to
show distinctly that he was primarily
ii.lerested in good roads and not In
petty politics; that he really wanted
to get the county road board out of
politics: and that ho was strongly In
in connecfavor of
tion with such a matter. He also had
an opportunity to do a very graceful
act by naming Mr. Taupert. He
grasped all of these opportunities by
appointing Mr. George H. Hunker.
We have nothing whatever against
Mr. Hunker. We merely use him to
point this tale about the governor.
Road building and repairing are
again "at a standstill in this county
and Governor William C. McDonald,
have you heard the gentleman's
name? is. sotely. to blame. The taxpayers want their money spent on
roads and not on politics, and they will
stand firmly. behind the board of
county commissioners in apy move
that body, makes to prevent the pub
lic funds from ibein? spent either di
rectly: M iudijeoily 'for political purMoreover, they will and do
poses.
place the full responsibility for this
situation,1 6n; the, shoulders of Gover
nor William C. MpDonald." Have you
ever heard' the gentleman's name?
...r
ryr- -
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Goings and Comings
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Society Circles
that practically all the big
Entered at the postoffice at East
and schools all over the
colleges
Las Vegas, .New Mexico, for transhave closed their doors for
country
mission through the United States
the summer vacation, a number of
mails as second class matter.
the Las Vegas young people are re
5 .
turning to their homes. Most of the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
been
who
have
students
attending Season of Wedlock
school in the east
Dally, by Carrier
return, but Comes to a Close
.
I .05
Par Copy
The wedlock season of June was
there are some who will remain at
.15
..
One Week
their schools and take special cour practically ended this week with the
.65
One Month
ses. Nearly all, however, are glad celebration of one wedding in Las
7.5C
.
One Year
to return to their homes to enjoy de- Vegas and two outside of the city.
Dally, by Mall
The month was a most busy one for
lightful home folk society.
15.00
One Year
Parties probably will be given dur- Dan Cupid and the preachers. June
3.00
Six Months
ing the summer in honor of various was a most remarkable month, and
students who have returned, and thus has set a pace which, if followed, will
Las
Vegas has benefitted from the find everybody of available age wed-- i
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
'
ded before the year has flown.
homecoming.
GROWER
Thomas
Foremost of the weddings of this
Truder, who has been at12.00
One Year
$1.00
tending Notre Dame, returned the lat- week comes the marriage on' WednesSix Months
ter part of last week and will remain day night of Miss Rachael Dunbar
here until school reopens. Miss Alice Ward to Mr. Lewis H. Peterson of
(Cash m Advance for Mail SubscripCoors, who has been attending the Denver. This affair was in every retions.)
state university of Kansas at Law- spect a most solemn and beautiful ocRemit by draft, check or money or.
rence, returned the first part of this casion. The St. Paul's church, where
ler. If sent otherwise we will not
week and also will remain here dur- the ceremony was solemnized, was
be responsible for loss.
ing the summer. Miss Carrie and decroated in style typical of the
Specimen copies free on
Mr. Samuel Greenberger returned last month of June and formed a pleasing
Thursday afternoon from their re- sight. A background of solid green
spective schools in the east. Samuel tinted with many beautiful carnations
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
has been attending the Michigan and roses made the church look pret
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
university at Ann Arbor, Michigan, ty. Rev.- J. S. Moore pronounced the
PAID FOR
while' his sister has been attending couple man and wife. During
the
school at Cleveland, Ohio. A number ceremony George A. Smith, a talented
of others are expected to return with soloist, sang "O Perfect Love." The
Advertisers are guaranteed the
in the next two weeks, and Las Ve bride was gowned most beautifully.
largest daily and weekly circulation
All the attendants of the bride were
gas will be glad to see them.
of any newspaper In northern New
Not only have a number of students 'dso beautifully gowned, making the
Mexico
'
returned, but also several couples bridal procession most beautiful.
who have just completed their honeythe
Following
ceremony a reception
TELEPHONES
moon trips.
Among these are Dr. was given in honor of the bride and
OFFICE
BUSINESS
Main 2
and Mrs. K. D. Goodall, who return- groom at the home of the bride's
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Maln 9
ed this week, from Nova Scotia and mother, Jlrs. J. H. Ward, on
Eighth
other places where they have been street. The residence was prettily
for the past few weeks. 'Dr. and Mrs. decorated with many different, flowSATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1913.
Goodall will be at hbme to their ers. Dainty refreshments were servfriends tie latter part of this month. ed durihg the evening. Mr. and Mrs.
GOVERNOR WILLIAM C.
A number of others have returned or Peterson left
M'DONALD
Thursday morning on
GO TO IT
are expected to return scon. Then Tain io. s for Denver where
they
there are also a number who are leav- will reside. With the departure of
Have you heard the gentleman's
La Voz del Pueblo whose associate
visits Mrs. Peterson from its
name? He is the present governor editor was recently sentenced to 30 ing the city or have left for
society cir
Yester
relatives.
and
friends
with
cles, Las Vegas loses a most charmof New Mexico, and, incidentally days imprisonment and $."0 fine for
about the only man in the state who contempt ;of court, a sentence that, day afternoon three Las Vegas young ing girl. Mrs. Peterson has the best
ladies and one prominent young man wishes for a happy wadded life. Mr.
fools all the people, including himself, in our
Ojiinion, was,.well merited, publeft the city, two returning to their Peterson is well known in Las Vegas,
ail the time. His strongest claim to lishes the
following bit of news un- homes and two leaving for a few 1, ., :
.
i
laving ueeu a resiaent nere for a
greatness is. and will doubtless ecu der a Washington date line:
and short
relatives
with
visit
months'
time
which
belt
an exceptional faculty
tinue to
he made the
during
"Amoiigr a number of nominations friends. Miss Jeanette Ward left for
for acting directly contrary to every sent to
acquaintance of his bride. He is a
senate
national
today
tbe;
Pasadena, Calif., where she will visit successful business man and has the
by President Wilson, we note that fnr the eominsr three months. Miss
congratulations of a large number of
parently, contrary to his own inten- of Mr. Summers Burkhart, a prominRuby Moore left for Berkeley, Calif., friends
tion.
ent attorney of "Albuquerque, N. M.,
several weeks
Las' Vegans married out of town
Several weeks ago Governor Mc- as United. States district attorney for and will visit there for
Mrs. O. this
friends.
and
relatives
with
week were Arthur Tillman, who
to
conDonald came
Las Vegas and
New Mexico. Mr. Burkhart is one of
who has wedded a
Salina, Kan., girl, and Miss
ferred with the board of county com- the foremost lawyers of New Mexico H Gosch of Albuquerque,
few days Liva
Lichty who was married !u
missioners about our county, road and now occupies the high Judicial in las Vegas for the past
to attend Colorado
Springs.
board situation. He had named a position of legal adviser to the gov and who came to this city
Ward
Rachael
Miss
the wedding of
road board with which our board of ernor of the state.
her
to
Lewis Peterson, returned
county commissioners could not work
"In vi w if. the fact that the United and
Hostess -at Albuquerque. Mr. C. H. Ward, Miss Johnson
home
for the reason that the governor's
States senators from New Mexico,
Bride-Elecfor
a
For
Las
in
Vegas
bent every effort to work po- Catron, and Fall, have said there will who also has been
Last Saturday arternoon at the
here to
the past few days, coming
litics instead of roads, and our board be no
Johnson residence on Seventh street
left
opposition, to the nomination,
his
sister,
of
of county commissioners, backed by there is not even the remotest doubt attend the wedding
Calif. Amona Miss Lorna Johnson entertained in
the taxpayers of the county, decided that it. will be unanimously confirm for his home at Fresno,
soon for honor of Mrs. Lewis Peterson, wno
that they would not permit the peo- ed by theuenate and that Mr. Burk- those who expect to leave is Miss was Miss Rachael ward until her
visit
a short
ple's road money to be spent on the hart will-- , be the successor of Mr. S. other cities for
who leaves next week marriage Wednesday, Mrs. Carlos
Dunn and Mrs. Frank Thompson, at
governor's politics. While here the B. Davis," Jr", of East Las Vegas, and. Marie Mann,
will remain for
to the county moreover, that the efficiency of the for Denver where she
governor disclaimed
euchre. The afternoon
friends.
commissioners any political intentions office will be very materially in- a few weeks visiting
was spent in a most delightful way
This in bu a small number of the and thoroughly enjoyei
5n connection with the road board. creased.
by those
folk but
and goings of society
He "was loud in his expressed intenpresent. Pretty decorations formed
'
"Mr, Davits' is an able attorney but comings
is
tbe
public
show'
that
to
tion of taking the county road board his blind
the tactful use of roses and colis a grave enough
on by
umbines made the rooms of entertcut of politics. This he had it abso- fault with him, as it would be with restless and anxious to be away
A number, howainment, charming in appearance.
lutely in his power to do by making any other man susceptible to such a summer vacations.
vacations near Remembrances
their
ever, will 'spend
a
were
appointment in the weakness.
presented tne
sumin the Y. M. C. A.
Las
of
Vegas,
and
honor
the
guests
place left' vacant by the resignation
serving of
man
in
the
"Burkhart is the right
mer camp, at El Porvenir, or at the delicious refreshments closed the aftof Mr. A. A. Jones. Some of the citithe
we
and
congratulate
right place,
most ernoon.
Those present were: Guests
zens of the county, both democrats state of New Mexico on the excellent iamous Harvey resort, one of the
moun- of
in
the
Rocky
beautiful
spots
honor, Mrs. Lewis Peterson, Mrs.
and republicans, believing that the choice made by President Wilson. In
It may seem Carlos Dunn, Mrs. Frank Thompson;
governor meant, what he said about our next issue 'we shall publish' a tains near Las, Vegas.
Las
Vegas loses other guests, Miss Helen Cunningtaking the comity road board out of short biograph of Mr. Burkhart. for that the climate, of.,
have been ham, Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss
after
but
people
politics, thought they could help him the information of our, readers."
here Emma Tamme, Miss Rebecca HenrU
climate
'
away from the delightful
in selecting aSrompetent successor to
o- and quez,?'jMiss Mary
return
'
while
always
a
they
for.
Tipton, Miss MilMr. Jones. They endorsed Mayor
ad- Africa,
ever
the
dred
'more
than
Miss
Louise
of
Brown,
'South
The
labor
Lowry, Miss
in
party
so
appreciate
Taupert,,' and
thought they
fiolng
Mossie York, Miss Nellie Batchelor,
which, is based upon the principles of vantages of this city..
had made an ideal endorsement.
Miss Ruby Moore, Miss Tessie
It Is well known that Mayor Tau- socialism, like the labor 'parties ir:
Miss Anne, ueorge. Miss Marie
,
k ,
to be Mrs.
Hostess
is
other
reported
countries,
McDonald
Governor
pert supported
Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Mrs.
Arnold,
m
pontics. , ai to her Whist uiud
at the 1911 election and was the di- - making rapid progress
O. G.
Mrs. J. H. Ward,
ctuo
wmst
one
Schaefer,
has
Afternoon
the
time,
the
party
The
Tuesday
present
roct cause of his receiving many votes
C.
Mrs.
W.
P.
Mrs. Arthur
Edward
low-Trumbull,
Mrs.
r,,et this week with
that without the mayor's assistance member in the senate, five in the
after-TblMrs. H. f. Tilton, Mrs. R. F.
in
several
usual
of
interesting
The
branch
r.ewis.
parliament,
would not have been cast for him.'"
Mrs.
Transvaal state legislature, and noon was spent by those, present and Johnson, (Mrs. George Smith,
alone entitled Mayor Taupert to
Mrs.
- Oscar Gosch, Mrs. D. J. Leahy,
deliof
in
the
offices
the
serving
was concluded by
recognition from the governor. It is numerous others holding
Iden, Mrs. P. Breese, Mrs.
Those
clous reiresnmeius.
wotl
iiiwn. Clarence
tl,nt Aft Tannei-- is immictna l eovernmems. me voi
P. B. Rohrer, Mrs. L. C. Witten, Mrs.
R.
F.
Mrs.
not hidebound politically; that he Is ''the Party has been increasing very were Miss Mildred Browne,
F. R. Lord, Mrs. Erie Hoke, Mrs. Edcities.
Lord, Mrs. W. E. Kaser, Mrs. K. R.
independent; and that he was elected rapidly in the larger
ward
Holt,- Mrs. F. Manzanares, Mrs.
Russell, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. O.
4o the position ue now noias ny a
Virgil
Wolfe, Mrs. H. G. Coors, Jr.,
Mrs.
V.
Crocker,
citizens movement composed of CO, Tbe members of the United urotn- H. Gosch, Mrs. L.
and Mrs. E. E. Johnson. Misses ReMrs. E. W. Lewis.
i':r cent democrats. It is also well erhood of Carpenters and Joiners and C. S. Losey, and
becca Henriquez and Emma Tamme
Carof
the
of
the
Society
ten
(."Amalgamated
I nown that for
princiyears
assisted Miss Johnson in entertainto vote
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Me- ing.
pal interest of Mr. Taupert, outside penters and Joiners are about
- hi 3 hnsiness.nas been good roads, on a "plan of solidification," which It morial church met Thursday afternoon with Miss Jeanette Richley.
.. i;!is been very active in the pood is hoped' will dispose of a jurisdictionMr. and Mrs. Morris Greenberger
reads work and propaganda, and. In al question which has caused much Usual business occupied the time of
were
Refreshments
will
in
be at home to their friends toafternoon.
the
a
years
iast.
annoyance
is what might be called
-served. .Those present were Miss morrow evening in honor of the recrank" on the subject. It Is also
Cornelius .T. Ford, named by Presi- Helen Cunningham, Miss Emma Tam-tn- turn of their daughter Miss Carrie,
well known that, y Mr. Taupert had
from
Miss Helen Noyes, Miss Marie who arrivjedj last
the
board
dent Wilsv'V ;fc the position of govThursday
named by the governor
been
r.r county commissioners would have ernment printer, is president of the Mann, Miss Phebe Hart, Rev. J. S. Cleveland, O., where she bas
"y
Miss
and
school.
J"-Moore
Richley.
refl"r?Moa of Labor.
attending
i:lvt:ii him cverv assistance in their New
in

Now

yl

-

.
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Miss Lichty's Wedding
Big Picnic Planned
A
Surprise to All.
For Fourth of July.
The students and faculty of the
The Fourth of Juty will be spent
in a most sane way by the greater New Mexico Normal University and
were greatly
part of the citizens and- young peo- a number of Las Vegans
of a bug
surprised to lean of the wedding of"
ple through the medium
Wednesday to
picnic to be neld in tne Hot Springs Miss Liva Lichty
This picnic will, ue" for ev- - Clyde A. Marsh at Colorado Springs.
canyon.
ervhodv and promises to :he.:one;vi The engagement of the young people
the biggest outings ever given byifcisi was unknown to their friends. The
most interesting feature of this mar-,t:oi!
Vegans.
the
ot
riage was the unusual way in which
the
all
gtuuents
Practically
Normal summer school will , attend Miss Lichty obtained permission to
teacher at the
h k, vu ,i riPiPiratious from all .itne leave the city. As
churcueb Ua be present,, Amuse- New Mexico University she was un!
school
foi
a
contract
with
der
the
be
wlli
provided,
ments of all kinds
both athletic and otherwise so: that year, or until her resignation was ac
willany person who makes .the trip will cepted, bu Dan Cupid was not
The
for
to
stand
this
Jf.
delav.
Pi
young
.time.
of
ing
a
good
assured
jolly
be
O. L. Hargrove, the new athletic in- woman explained that- a relative In
structor of the New Mexico Normal Nebraska was ill; hen she went to
University, has charge of the games Colorado Springs and was married.
Mrs. Marsh is well known in Las
and with his management everything
should run as smooth as does a well Vegas, having heen a resident here
for several years as a member of the
oiled machine.
University.
A special train has oeen secured faculty of the Norma'!
from the Santa Fe Railway company She was prominent in Las Vegas
which will leave Las Vegas at 8 musical circles. Mr. Marsh was a
ror onl a
o'clock in the morning and return In resident of Las Vesas
when
became
he
acquaintshort
time,
time to prevent any evening engagement being Interfered with. Each ed with his bride. Several months
Asperson going mrst provide himself ago he transferred from the local
with a lunch. A general good time sociated Press relay station to the
is expected by all and Lat Vegas is station at Denver, and it is rider-stoothat he iiad again been translikely to be uninhabited on the
Fourth if the present indications for ferred. The happy couple have the
attendance stand good. Further in- best wishes for long wedded life
formation concerning the reservations from all their Las Vegas friends.
will be given out later in the week.
Miss Ruth Zingg
4
Has Birth?ay Pprty
Progressive Dinner
Yesterday evening at her home
By O. M C. Club.
On Monday evening the members Miss Ruth Zingg, with a number of
of her Sunday
and guests of the O. M. C. club held friends consisting
which
her twelfth
celebrated
school
a
proved
class,
progressive dinner,
Miss Rachael Livingston
to be a most enjoyable and entertain- birthday. The party took place beGives Evening Party
Yesterday evening at the home of ing affair. This is the first of this tween the hours of 4:30 o'clock and
Lawn games occupied the
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Zingg, Miss Ra- line of dinners that has been given 7 o'clock.
a th:' summer and now that the move time of the evening. Refreshments
entertained
chael Livingston
at a delightful has been started many more may be were served. Those present were
number of friends
Games
of an inter- expected. The dinner was started at Misses Mildred Myers, Gretchen Mar-selevening party.
Edna Bland, Dorothy Carroon,
to
make
nature
the the home of Miss Chella Van Petten,
served
esting
of. soup Emily'-ThasmMargaret Larkin,
Refresh where first course, consisting
evening most enjoyable.
was served. The party
Larkin. Elizabeth Patterson.
ments were served by the hostess as- and entrees,
'
then adjourned to the home of Miss Albera Pattergon Edith
Wrlght,
sisted by several of her friends.
Hart, where the main part
T
Harriett
Wrighti
0pal
Those present at the party were:
of the dinner-waserved. The salad, Tooker and Mlgg Ruth
.
Mrs
or
honored guests
chaperons
course was tnen served at tne nome
'
Mabel Hall, Mrs. H. B. Langston, f riad Mario Mann and iha fitlfll
m
"
"
'
""""
I
for
MJrs. 'Kate Livingston, Mrs. O. C.
T home of Miss Birthday Party
destination was the
Zingg; other guests Miss Alice Fidler, Frances Myers, where the last course,
Tuesday evening a number of the
Mae Culberson, Miss Auconsisting of the dessert, was served. friends of Miss Leona Greenclay gathrora Lucero, Miss Zo6 Davis, Miss
Dancing and card playing then occu- ered at the Greenclay residence on
Agnes Langston, Miss Phoebe Rus- pied the rest of the evening. Those
Seventh street and celebrated with
sell, Miss Gladys Carroon, Mr. Fran- who enjoyed this de'lightful evening
at a birthday party, her natal
her,
cis Kelley, Mr. Frank Culberson, Mr. were Miss Chella Van reiten, Miss
dinAlbert Livingston, Mr. Omar Barker, Pheebe Hart," Miss Marie Mann, Miss anniversary. A delicious course
ner was served, followed by a line
Mr. Edward Tipton, Mr. Pryor
Frances Myers, Miss Ruth Winters,
to the Photoplay theater. At
Mr. Clare Koogler and Mr. Mr. Walter Randolph, Mr. Clare party
the conclusion of the line party the
William Springer.
Koogler, Mr. William Koogler, Mr. young people returned to the Green- 4 4
Herbert Gehring and Mr. Frank
'flmnseminta nf
flnv rpsifl Anfe.
Dinner Party for
different kinds were indulged in.
4
4
Weding Attendants
Present at the dinner and line party
Tuesday evening at. her home Mrs. Monday Bridge Club
were Miss Marie Mann, Miss Frances
J. H. Ward entertained at dinner Holds a Meeting
Myers, Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Miss
those who acted as attendants at the
The Monday Afternoon Bridge club Rebe Sands,- Miss - Mary Graubarth,
of her daughter, Miss met this week with Mrs. C. S Losey Miss Mi'idred
wedding
Edith
Myers, Miss
Rachael Ward, to Mr. Lewis PI. at the Losey residence on Fifth Tooker, Miss Jeanette Spiess, Miss
Peterson. A delicious course dinner street. An unsually enjoyable after- Helen Danziger, Miss Helen Nahm,
was served and proved to be a most noon was spent by those present, and Miss. Ruth Nahm, Miss Clarabelle
r
appetizing affair. Those who enjoy- the serving of refreshments ended the
and Miss Leona Greenclay.
'
session. Present were
ed this dinner were the bride and afternoon's
groom-elecMr. and Mrs. E. B. Holt, Mrs. Charles A, Spiess, Mrs. Hallett
Invitations have been issued for the
Miss Nellie Batchelor, Miss Ruby Raynolds, Mrs. Edward
Raynolds, wedding of Miss May Cecil Schclott
Mr. Mrs. Erie Hoke, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., to Mr. Jay Ray Montgomery of SeMoore, Miss Jeanette
Ward,
Mr. Mrs. Herbert Clark, Mrs. S. B. Roh- attle, Wash., on next Wednesday
Ralph Rohrer, Mr. Whitcomb,
Mr. Thomas rer, Mrs. L. V. Crocker and Mrs. evening at 5 o clock at the First
Peterson of Chicago,
C. S. Losey.
Ward and Mr. Charles Ward. .
Methodist Episcopal church.

Firemen Dance
On Fourth of July.
After the daylight celebration of
July 4, all Las Vegas society will turn
its attention to the dance that is to
be given in the Armorv by the Brother-roo- d
of Locomotive Firemen and
This affair promises to
be most enjoyable, and no doubt will
be well attended.
The best music
obtainable w,'"i bs furnished and with
the Armory floor in good condition,
refreshments to be served throughout the entire evening and. everybody
happy, this dance should be a howling success. The tickets have been
on sale for the past week and are
selling fast. The committees in charge
of the dance are:
Arrangements T. J. Carvill, chairman; C. L. Comstock, G. L. Swearin- gen, J. G. Shaw, Ben Stevens, J. A.
Bailey and P. A. Linn.
Door J. S. Nelson, chairman; N.
T. Hartley and R. R. McCracken.
Floor T. J. Carvil'i, chairman; C.
H. Wells, L. A. Welch, G. L. Swear-ingeand A. N. Sulier.
Refreshments Ben Stevens, chair,
man; G. M. Robinson, N. T. Hartley,
J. A. Bailey and' T. F. Trainor.
Reception L. C. .. Trainer, chairman; A. H. Stanley, E. W. Welch,
N. R. Slaughter, H. C. Leahy, P. A.
Linn and T. M. Evans.
D. McRae, chairman;
Financial
T. F. Trainer, A. E. Clay.
L.
Decorations
Swea)ringen,
chairman; J. A. Bailey, J. G. Shaw,
L. A. Welch, Ben Stevens, A. M.
Sulier, J. S. Nelson, G. M. Robinson,
R. R. McCracken, E. W. Welch, W.
H. Crews and R. Atkins.
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PRICE SELLS BUT QUALITY TELLS

"The Recollection

of

Quality Remains Long After the Price is Forgotten"

'

f-

OUR BEST MERCHANDISE GOES AT

MANUFACTUfU0R.S'GOST
Opposite

'The

Store of Quality"

'

"t

Caslant'da
Hotel

515-51-

-
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The music was excellent and the
floor in good condition. Although the
evening was rather warm, the pleasure of the entertainment was not
Oo
Business Men
marred. Cards furnished a pastime
Stunts for Students.
for those not dancing. Light remen's
The members of the business
Cathclass of the Y; M. C. A. played an freshments were served by the
close of the eventhe
near
ladies
olic
exhibition game of volleyball yesteraffair was attended by over
day afternoon in the association gym- ing. The
75
people.
nasium for the entertainment of the
students of the rummer school of the
New Mexico Normal University. Many Miss Hart Eentertains
of the spectators were teachers. They the Sewing Club
The Sewing club met yesterday af
were so well impressed with the game
that they expect to make volleyball ternoon with Miss Phebe Hart at her
one of the forms of recreation for home on Eighth street. A most de
their pupils next year. During the lightful afternoon was spent by those
afternoon the students were present present. Refreshments were served.
ed with dainty confections with the Those present were Miss Marie Mann,
compliments of the business men. Miss Frances Myers, Miss Ruth WinThe business men who played volley- ters, Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss
ball were W. G. Ogle, Frank H. H. Rose Powers, Miss Alice Coors and
Roberts, J. L. Tooker, George H.
Miss Phebe Hart.
W. C. Dennis, Ludwig William 1
V
Rev. E.,C. Anderson, Byron T. Monday Bridge Club
Mills and Colbert C. Root.
Meets With Mrs. Baily.
V
The Monday Afternoon Bridge cmb
Picnic Party for
met this week with Mrs. C. H. Bally.
A Bridge Club.
The afternoon was spent in cards,
The Thursday Afternoon Bridge ended by the serving of refreshments
Whist club was entertained- in a most by the hostess. Those present were
chanlling way this week at the home Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. Harriett Van
of Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal on Sixth Petten, Mrs. F. M. Lyon, Mrs. Marstreet. The main reature of this shall Turner, Mrs. S. B. Rohrer, Mrs.
meeting was the original way In F. L. Myers, Mrs. J. D. Ackers and
which the residence was decorated Mrs. C. H. Baily.
and the form of the serving of the
The idea of an out
refreshments.
carried out in every
was
door pjcniC

Children Present a ,
Wilson o WatrouB came In Beautiful
Program.
last night for a few days' business
One of the most entertaining events
visit in Las Vegas.
that has been given in Las Vegas for
M. Bieh'i left this morning in his
several months was presented lust
auto for the Hand ranch, where he night at the home of Mr. and Mrs
spent the day on business.
v. G.' Haydon when a number of
.James Kehol of Hutchinson, Kas., young children! presented for the ap
remain
will
came in last night and
proval of their1 pferents a program
for a few days on business.
of various living pictures,
consisting
Mrs Luis S. Sena and children left dialogues,' recitations' and songs.
this afternoon for Denver, to join The living' picture's- were from the
Mr. Sena who is employed there.
following subjects: ''His First Love,"
G. C Hogelberg came in last nignt "Jack and :JHV: "''Christmas
Mornfrom Albuquerque and was among ing," "Holding Hands," Cupid Mendthe commercial visitors in Las Vegas ing a Broken Heart," "Welcoming of
today.
Spring," "Listening to the Tales That
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Cornell came in Mammy Used to Tell."
this afternoon from Denver and will
Mrs. Haydon had charge of the
remain in Las Vegas for the coming young people and the program was
few days.
presented with much success. The
Ted Brush of Oklahoma City, came program was attended largely by the
in last night and will remain in Las parents and friends of the children.
relaVegas for a few weeks, visiting
Jhose who took part in the program
tives here.
were Misses Virginia Haydon, Jane
J. A. Wilson and J. Kehol came in Davis, Bernice Wltten, Rebecca Man
this morning from Fort Union and zanares, Emile Manzanares, Martha
will be business visitors in Las Vegas Raynolds, Dorothy Coors, Ruth Pow
for a few days.
ers, Margaret Larkin Elizabeth PadC. L. Seagraves, an official of tne
gett, Helen Leahy, Ruth Raynolds
Santa Fe Railway company, came m and Katherlne Johnson, Masters Malast night for a few days' business rion Davis, Tom Raynolds, Barnett
visU in Las Vegas.
January, Osborne Haydon, Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Wilder of South Johnson, Richard
Raynolds, Waldo
Bend, Ind., came in yesterday evening Spiess, Nelson Miller, Steve Davis
and will remain in Laa Vegas foi a and Merrill Williams.
enthal residence was, profusely dec
few days as visitors.
orated in leaves and flowers and
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher of Min- Corniel Gives Party
the refreshments for the afternoon
eral Will drove in yesterday evening For Normal players.
The
were served in picnifi style.
and will remain in Las Vegas for a
Tuesday evening G. L. Cornell, one meeting of the club on this afternoon
few days on business.
attended and
well
of the instructors at the New Mexico was unusually
for
C. W. Wright, representative
Normal University, gave an informal thoroughly enjoyed by all present.
Cigar com- party at the Potter parlors Tor the
the Rothenberg-Schloc- s
4
visa
business
was
pany of Denver,
members of the cast of "fcanny ana Week-EnParty at
itor in Las Vegas today.
the Servant Problem." An excellent Mrs. Van Houten' Home.
Dr. F. R. Lord returned this after- repast,
The members of the Friday Afterconsisting of sandwiches,
and Strawberries and whipped cream, Iced
noon from New York, Chicago
noon Bridge club left this afternoon
other places where he has been for tea, cakes and candies, was served. for Raton where they will be guests
the past two months on a business Following the "eats" a number of in- of Mrs. Jan van Houten at a weektrip.
teresting and amusing stories were end party at the beautifu' van HouMr. and Mrs, Roy Prentice return- told by the host and guests.
ten home. Mrs. van Houten, a freThose present were Dr. and Mrs. quent visitor in Las Vegas, has the
ed this afternoon from California and
the Grand Canyon where they have Frank H. H. Roberts, Dean and Mrs. reputation of being a delightful enMiss Lucy Clement, tertainer, and the bridge club membeen for the past two weeks on a va- Frank Carroon,
'
ElMiss
cation.
Mary Hays, Miss Grace E.
bers left here anticipating a most enMrs. Otto Grimm, formerly a resi- liott. Miss Rose Kel'iogg, Miss Aurora joyable visit. Those in- the party
Miss were Mrs. Charles, A. Spiess, Mrs.
dent, of Las Vegas for a' number of Lucero, Miss Pauline Jaramillo,
Gold-fielMina Pochel, Erie Hoke, Mrs. C. S: Losey, Mrs.
Miss
at
located
at
Brinegar,
present
but
Agnes
years,
Nev., is in Las Vegas for a few Mi SB Josephine Young, Miss Louise Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. S. B. Davis,
weeks visit.
Trahey, Miss Lucy Floyd, Miss Wil Jr., Mrs. S. B. Rohrer, Mrs. E. D.
City, lie Mae Culberson, Miss Phoebe Rus- - Raynolds, Mrs.
Herbert W. Clark
G. A. Tanton of Jefferson
Miss
de
C.
few
a
Baca,
for
Fabiola
in
last
came
night
and Miss Jeanette Spiess.
sel, Miss
Okla.,
4 4
days' business visit in Las Vegas. Marguerite Cluxton, Miss May Ross,
He is a well known commercial man Mr. Pryor B. Tlmmons, Mr. Howard "Luncheon Lurch"
B. Peterson, Mr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Is the Newest Dance.
of Jefferson City.
Mr. S.
L. C. Taylor returned yesterday af- Jr., Mr. Chesley H. Thomason,
Washington, June 28. "The lunchC. Root and eon lurch" is
Mr.
Colbert
has
he
where
Omar
Barker,
ternoon from Chicago
quite the newest dance
Leaders of society
In Washington.
been on a two' weeks' visit with Mr. Francis Kelly.
4 V 4
have caught on to the new stop which
friends. He left this afternoon for
School Teachers
to be properly danced should be inLamy on a short business visit.
H. M. Bainer, agricultural demon- Attend Line Party.
dulged in just before luncheon.
Photoat
the
afternoon
Fe
Santa
Railway
Wednesday
Probably the lurch part would fit
strator for the
Duncan & better after lunch. It is. a variation
his
from
Managers
theater
in
came
last
night
play
company,
at a line party of the tango and the turkey trot and
headquarters at Amarillo for a few Browne were the hosts
of the New Mexico the craze has hit Wasnmgton so hard1
students
to
'in.
Las
visit
the
Vegas.
business
days'
summer school that it is frequently danced in the
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Eddy drove in Normal University
are attending hotel corridors.
who
on
teachers
The idea is that
Fe
Santa
from
and
the
yesterday evening
Two
every step should bring one nearer
their way to Michigan from Californ- the San Miguel county institute.
the luncheon table and it thus answers
ia. Thus far they have made the shows were given and were thorough,
the kindness of two purposes the desire td dance
accident.
Through
without
coast
the
from
enjoyed.
ly
trip
of
and locqmotion toward food.
Mrs. A. Preuss and son of Elgin, Las Vegas men a delicious parcel
each student
111., are in the city as the guests of candy was presented to
was given
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Eastman and and teacher. This candy
a Dancing Party
Mrs.
club
through
here.
summer
Commercial
the
the
Is Much Enjoyed.
will spend
by
The dance given by the Catholic
Preuss is a sister of Mrs. Eastman. donation of members of the club.
Morrison and All the teachcers and students are Ladies last Thursday evening in the
George
Engineer
enCounty Commissioner John York left Btrong for Duncan & Browne and are O. R. C. hall was one of the most
this afternoon for Rowe on a, short not slow about telling people about joyable affairs of this week. This
business visit. They will inspect the their annreciation of the kindness affair was well attended by both the
new bridge that was recently install- that has been tendered them by the younger people and the older folk
ed near Rowe.
Miss Eddie Zander of Berkley, Cal.,
is expected to arrive in Las Vegas
tomorrow evening for a several
months' visit. She will "be the guest
of Mrs. Charles Rosenthal who is a
niece of Miss Zander.
M. H Tate, formerly a Tesldent of
Las Vegas, came in last evening on
his way to Belen from Kansas, where
he has been on a visit. He will remain in Las Vegas for several days,
renewing old acquaintances.
Mrs. A. JWTiey and Mrs. J. L. Durin
of KcnoSha, 'j Wis., arrived .in Las
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
Veas yesterday evening in an auto
their
to
m
California
en
home. They were accompanied by J.
R. Blair of Kenosha, who drove the
car.
Walter Hoke left last night for St.
Louis, Mo., where he wil'i remain for
several months visiting relatives, and
later will go to California, where he
will locate. A large delegation of
friends gathered at the depot last
night to see him off. Mr. Hoke was
,
popular in Las Vegas.

J.

23,

1913.

F1V2

managers of the Photoplay theater
and the Commercial club.

Additional Society

PERSONALS

JUNE

A.

,

Kin-Kel-

DEPOSITS

made in our savings department draw

pounded

i

interest at the rate of four per cent, per annum

com-

semi-annuall-

We believe that business goes where
Your business is cordially invited.

it is invited and that it abides where it is well treated.

PEOPLES
CAPITAL

&

TRUST 'C'

&

$111,000.00

3
O'SIMLEY SELLING

,.

AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUiPPFD

1,050

FIGHT TICKETS
LOCAL PROMOTER REPRESENTS
MANAGEMENT OF THE DUN- BOUT
DEE-DIXO-

-

j

I

j

TODAY'S BASEBALL j
National League
Chicago at Cincinnati; clear.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis; clear.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia; 2 games.
Boston at New York; clear.

Charles O'Malley, local boxing promoter, is representing in Las Vegas
Mark Levy, director of the New Mexico Athletic club, which will stage
the Dundee-Dixobattle in Albuquerque on July 4. Mr. O'Malley is handling the tickets for Levy. Any persons who wish to attend the bout,
and It is expected a large delegation
will go from here, may obtain seats
Man.
by calling on the Electrical
O'Malley also is being mentioned Jfir
n

referee.

OVERLAtID tt0Df.W 53 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

The Las Vegas delegation

will go to Albuquerque on the Cali

Mooiole

Las Vegas

fornia limited on the morning of the
Fourth and return on the morning
about 2:05
of the fifth, arriving
o'clock on train No. 8.

&

RIachioe

Whalen,

Ptajne Main 344.

&

Co

Fowler Props

d

-

'

DUNCAN

OPE'H'A HOUSE

A

;

1' '
American League
McLOUGHLIN WINS AGAIN
-clear.
Cleveland at Chicago;
Wimbleton, June 2S2. Maurice E.
St. Louis at Detroit; cloudy.
the American champion,
McLoughlin,
Philadelphia at Washington; clear.
W. Ingram three straight sets
beat
2
games.
New York at Boston;
in the fifth round of the
The
lawn tennis chcampionshlp.
American Association
score was
Louisville at Indianapolis; clear.
J. C. Parke, Irish and Scottish
Toledo at Columbus; clear.
champion, beat R. Watson three sets,
at Minneapolis;
Kansas
City
and
cloudy,
Watson yesterday defeated Wallace
Milwaukee at St. Paul; clear.
Parke is
Johnson of Philadelphia.
considered McLoughlin's most danWestern League
ijiA
gerous opponent for the final honors
Denver at Des Moines; clear.
here.
Lincoln at St. Joseph; clear.
Wichita at Sioux City; clear.
The annual convention of the Inter
Topeka at Omaha; clear.
national Steel and Copper Plate Print
ers' union will be held next month in

COMMENCING

THURSDAY,

JULY 3rd.

United States Consul General John
L. Griffiths of "London believes that
efficient agency than the
j
government labor exchange has everuj
been devised in England to relieve
the congestion of labor by seciirins;
for it a more even distribution.
1

mem-crA handsome monument to the
of the late Matthew J.Hart, president of the .National Federation of
Cloth Weavers of America, lias been
erected over his grave in New Bedford, Mass.

y

DO M

CAR

Chicago.

BASEBALL

YESTERDAY'S

National League.
At New York New York, 3; Bos
ton, 1.
At" Philadelphia Brooklyn, 6; Phil

adelphia, 1,
At Cincinnati
cago1,'

Cincinnati, 5; Chi

'l.

At St. Louis Pittsburgh,
Louis, 3.

Coal miners are already preparing
for the joint conference next year to
make a new wage scale for the com-

Trained Ponies

Los Angeles or San Diego

six-hou-

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc. please call at ticket office.

At
City,

At
At

New York,

Salt Lake City is preparing to entertain the annual convention of the
Amalgamated Association of Steel
of
Western League
and Electric Railway Employes
Sioux City Wichita, 1; Sioux America, which is to meet in that
0..
city for a five days' session during
Omaha Topeka, 4; Omaha, 1.
the first week of September.
St. Joseph St. Joseph, 4; Lin

coln,

Boston,

0.

At Des Moines

2--

,;
Des

D. L.

BATCH ELOC, Agent

14;

Moines,

Denver,4.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS
National League.

t

Club-

Philadelphia

.

New York

Brooklyn
Chicago .
Pittsburgh .
SU "Louis Boston
Cincinnati c -

Won

Lost

Pet.

38
38
33
-- 32
29

20
23
26

.655
.023
.559
.508
.408
' .413
.410

26
--

25
'

31
33
37
36
39

'

.381

American

""'I
Club

Philadelphia Cleveland Chicago Boston Washington
Detroit
St. Louis
New York -

Lincoln Omaha
Sioux

City

Topeka
Wichita

Afr!f0rDi."e nio--

I

MWMU

!

)

I
j

League.
Lost

Won-- 4?
40

I

Pet.

16
27
31
28
32
42
44
44

.746
.597
.541
.541

Won

Lost

Pet.

44
38
37
36
35
27
25
-- 23

21

.677
.570
.561
.545
.522
.409

?7
33
35
27
27

IS

League.
2S
29
30
32
39

40
46

.

j(ll!c:

I

ri

r

,

Y

j

I

r

pTij H nU i(
i

i

r

jj

fVt

i

-

!

i

H

j

1

n

!

1

?

A

u

n f

1

:

,f

'

f

-

k;

.522
.391
.380
.290
.3d
Driving suitable devices it will sharpen knives, polls H silverware, gund cotit
freeze ice cream. Driving a washing machine it will Co a family wash in ten or
fifteen minutes, while' you sit down and "take it easy " It can be rnautr to
the bread, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing- servant in
world always ready to work at any time day or night, never complaining of
its surroundings, and never demanding: half holidays and "evenings out." Oar power
is ' 'on" every minute of the year the Electric Ssrvant is ready for work at an y time.
kn-.-a-

j-h-

.385
.333
7

Trained Dogs

$48.50

-

Special dates, shorter limit - 543.50
$55.00
San Francisco
S50.00
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - $77.50
Special dates, shorter limit - $72.50

petitive states.Ohio miners have
for payment on the mine-rur
day and a
ejitem, for a
wroking week of five days.

2.

Des Moines

Trained Monkeys

1

2--

At Boston

NORTHWEST

from June to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.

,

St.

4;

S

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily

The Kingston, Ont, branch of the
Journeymen Stone Cutters of North
American League
America was organized in 1900, and
At Washington Washington,
since that time the wage scale has
been advanced from $3 per day of ten
Philadelphia,
At Detroit St. Louis. 8; Detroit, 3. hours to $4 per day of eight hours,
At Chicago Chicago, 3;. Cleveland, without resort to srVike.

Denver
bt. Joseph .

"Wig

ElQl6S

LA cureion

CALIFORNIA

n

Western

G.ixnd PONY SHOW

Special

!
'

;

Club

t

umiiier and

6--

1

route'-'-"from"- '

3":BIG NIGHTS

6--

6--

in Cincinna-

Upholsterers employed
ti furniture factories have formed a
union.

Jt

rv
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BURIAL GROUND OF LONG

Deafness

AGO

Many Quaint Inscriptions Found on
Tombstones In Old English

RUSSIAN JOAN OF ARC

Cemetery.

Commodore Salisbury Tells of an
London. Not far from Petticoat
Expedition to Laysan.
lane is the old Bunhill Fields graveyard. No one has been buried here
for more than a hundred years and
fftetlred Naval Officer With Party of from the odor that hangs around .the
Scientists Spent Eighty Days
place one can easily believe that this
is true, and yet the poor
Gathering Data on a Mid- Pacific Island.
Whitechapel mothers use this for a
park, and here sit holding' their sickKansas City, Mo. Straight from ly babies in their arms, basking in
the exploration of an uninhabited Isle the dusky London suunshine, and from
in the Pacific ocean, Commodore the contented look upon their facet
Ceorge R. Salisbury of the United one knows they smell naught but fra
States navy, retired, Las arrived at grant flowers. In this old cemeterj
the home of his brother, Mark Salis- lie Daniel Defoe, John Bunyan, Isaa
miles northeast
bury, two and one-haof Independence. The contrast is
great between life in this old mansion
hidden among gigantic pines in a Quiet
Jackson county farm and life on the
Ti'!r"'lTrTl
Island of Laysan. where no man lives,
and where myriads of water fowl
darken the air or hide in the
andy slopes, barely rising above the
ocean level.
Commodore
Salisbury' was busy
writing out a report of his voyage to
the government, but not too busy to
tell a representative of the Kansas
City Star of some of the strange
eights on the island.
ft sfl?
He was in charge of an expedition sent out by the department of
agriculture, which has charge of the
bird reservation of United States territory. With him were three naturalists. The party left San Francisco
December 5, 1912, in the United States
revenue cutter Thetis. Their destination was the Island of Laysan, eight
hundred miles northwest of Honolulu.
Laysan is peculiarly rich in bird
life. Eighty days were spent there.
They returned to Honolulu March 22,
and a few days later took passage on
the United States transport Sherman
for San Francisco. They reached
that City April 11. There specimens
Petticoat Lane and Staple Inn.
taken on the voyage were shipped to
Washington. After a few days spent Watts and William Blake. Many ol
1n the coast city, Commodore Salisthe inscriptions on the .tombstoneb
bury started tack to Independence,
are very quaint and funny. One is
there
last
Sunday.
arriving
"The within has gone to rest." AnA map of the Island of Laysan made
other, which was by far the best preduring their stay shows It to be of pe- served tombstone in the cemetery, was
culiar formation. It Is about two and decorated
by this brave, but not
one-haf- t
miles long and one mile wide.
"Dame Mare
inscription:
one
about
In the center, occupying
Page, 1728. In 67 months she was
tapped 66 times. Had taken away 240
gallons of water without ever repining
at her case or ever fearing the operation."
After spending a half hour in Bun-hi- ll
Fields one longs for some place
bright and beautiful, and Chelsea is
a fine place to select. Even the name
Chelsea has a beautiful Eound. It has
always been the favorite residence district of the artists, literary men and
actors of London, past and present
Cheyne Walk along the Thames is
very delightful. The old Battersea
bridge, which Whistler made so famous, is gone and a new bridge has
taken its place. It is not an unattractive bridge by any means, but still one
longs to see the high old bridge that
has centered in so many "Nocturns"
and "Symphonies."
1
Rosetti's house on Cheyne row is
still standing, and near it the house of
George Eliot, and the house of Count
Bird Island of Laysan.
D'Orsay. A garden marks the spot
hundred and sixty acres is a lagoon. where Sir Thomas More lived for so
This gives the island the appearance many years. Farther down the street
ot an elongated doughnut At no is the house where William Turnei
jilace does the Island rise more than died. This house is marked by a very
beautiful tablet designed by the emitwenty-fivfeet above ocean level.
The place swarms with birds. 1 nent English artist, Walter Crane.
In upper Cheyne row stands the
learned more about birds on this trip
than I had ever dreamed of before," house of Leigh Hunt, and near it is
Commodore Salisbury said yesterday the spot where Katharine Parr is said
afternoon. "We brought home with us to have lived.
175 rare specimens. These will be
"mounted and placed in the governLAST RELICS OF THE MAINE
ment museums.
"We found two varieties that are Six Thousand Pounds of Brass and
found nowhere else. One Is the Lay-ea- n
Bronze Fittings Stripped From
rail. It is about the size of a
Vessel Cast In Tablets.
quail and has small wings, but they do
It little good, for it cannot fly. We
New York. Six thousand pounds of
etarted home with eighty living speci- relics from the U. S. S. Maine, which
mens of the rail, but the return trip were taken from the battleship before
was so cold that all except five died. she was towed out to sea from HaThe survivors were left at the Golden vana and given her final resting place,
Uate park in San Francisco. The have arrived at the John Williams
ether bird peculiar to the island is bronze foundry, to be cast into a
the Laysan teal, a fowl smaller than
permanent memorial.
the mallard duck, but resembling it in
This disposition of the brass and
general appearance. Incidentally, we bronze fittings of the battleship which
found a pair of mallard ducks that had for twelve years had lain beneath the
come over from the mainland of Cali- sea is in accordance with an act of
fornia, thousands of miles away."
congress.
The parts of the wreck that were
BAD TEETH CAUSE OF CRIME thought to be suitable for the purpose
were first sent to Washington, where
o Says Boston Sheriff, Who Installs
they were melted together, purified
and cast into thirty-pouningots. It is
Dentist's Chair in
(
in this form that all that is left of
Prison.
the Maine has Just arrived in New
Boston. Treatment of the teeth of York.
One thousand tablets, designed by
criminals as a means of preventing
crime is being tried in the Charles Charles Keck of this city, are being
street Jail, under the direction of Sher- cast by the Williams foundry, and will
iff Quinn. The sheriff has had a dent- - be delivered upon request to patriotic
iBt's chair Installed in the prison, and societies all over the country. Two
lias employed a skilled practitioner to hundred applications have already
fill m- - nttlArwinA trout iha
vr. been reeeived aft the office of the assistant secretary of the navy.
teeth of the prisoner.
The tablets will have a natural
"A bad tooth." said the sheriK,
"often land3 a man in jail. A largo bronze finish; they will weigh twelve
number of crimes are committed by and half pounds and measure 13 by 18
Mal- inches.
people who are badly nourished.
nutrition leads to morbid mental
Legless, He Still Farms.
thought, which results in crime. A
dentist's- chair and a good dentist in
Paris, Mo. Earl Craft was taken
of the bone when twelve
livery correctional institution will pre-- : with necrosis
v;nt hundreds of inmates from re-- years of age and both Ms legs were
amputated at the hips. He' lay in
again, once they are free.
"Tho dentist's chair is an accessory bed six weeks and then began the laborious task of learning to walk by
'iu that direction."
means of his hands. In loss than
three years he was doing farm work
Kills Self at Son's Funeral.
Brooklyn. As funeral services for and today can hook or unhook a team,
h; r sou, Herbert Johnston, Jr., were rlda a horse, drive a gang plow, cul'tfcjut to begin in the parlor of her tivator or binder, and do almost anyt;'jius, Mrs. Mary Johnston left the thing else on a farm save gather
corn. Recently he built and roofed a
w.H.m and drank poiiion. She died an
henhouse without assistance.
Jioi'.r later in a hospital
grass-hungr-
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by local aPDlicatinno

By BESSIE R. HOOVER.

Dmitri Pretzoff had been notified
that he must serve in the czar's army.
This news came like a thunderbolt
to his mother, Anna Pretzoff, who is
my distant kinswoman and who has
cared for me ever since the awful
night at Priblov ten years ago, when
ray parents were both killed.
It seemed as if Dmitri could not be
spared, for his mother's little holding
had to be cared for; and Anna Pretzoff and myself could never do all the
work, though I was twenty years old
and strong for a girl.
The day came when Dmitri was to
go; but like a stroke out of a clear
sky, a strange sickness fell upon him
that very morning as he started on
his way to Svelk, where the recruiting officer was stationed.
Dmitri was very sick, so sick that
he seemed near death. Of course he
could not go to Svelk that day, but
that only put off his going a little
longer.

rannnt
th
reach the diseased portion of tho ear.
iucib is oniy one way to cure deafness, and that la hv rnnaHtntlnnal
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
lunamea condition of the mucous lining Of the Eustachian Tnho Whon
this tube is inflamed you have a run- umg souna or imperfect hearing, and
wueu n is entirely closed, deafness Is
thC rCSU't. aC.i nn!u.. II.
Inflomitia.
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear- lllg Will be destroyed fnrnvfir- - tilnn
cases out of ten are caused by Ca-tarrn, wnicn is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give Onn Hundred TVillnra
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured
by RATES FOR CLASSIFIED AOVfc.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
TI8EMENT?
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Flv
centi per !!ne acn insertion.
Take Hall's Familv Pills for consti Eatlmate six
ordinary words to a line.
pation.
No ad to occupy lets
ipse thr two
llne. a.
rr,intt
chrgd
TAX PAYMENTS
wll! be ooo(ej 3t spac
actua'ly
Notice is hereby given that any without
regard to number of word
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance
preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxe3 of A. D.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property upon which taxes of 1912 are then delinOPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN .
quent, will bd sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,

would die.
The old scenes and the familiar
faces that had faded so quickly from
my careless mind, that the strange
events of the last three days had
seemed to obliterate, came back, and
I was homesick with a dull, physical
pain. After all, I was only a woman,

and Dmitri had been more to me than
I had been conscious of. I must go
home and care for his mother.
That night I got a permit to visit
He1
the commanding officer's tent.
was alone and I told my errand

LOBBY

AND CAFF

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS

AN D REGULAR DINNERS
A HLK ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

HIT

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com

-.

munication first and
third Thursday In
aach month. Visiting
brothers cordially in-

COLUMN

quick resolve came to me,
and with it a daring plan, that though
I was only a peasant girl, I formed in
a moment's time.
Fired with an unreasoning zeal of
adventure, I slipped up to the loft
where Dmitri's best clothes lay ready
for him on a cot. I hastily put them
on, and they were a good fit, for I
k&b about his height, and large and
Then I quickly
strong for a girl.
clipped my hair in the fashion of the 1913.
peasant men, and went down stairs.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Calling Anna Pretzoff Into the kitchCollector, San
en, I told her of my determination to Treasurer and
take Dmitri's place, march away with
Miguel County, N. M.
the troops, and when there wa3 no
longer any fear of them coming back
NOTICE.
for Dmitri, I would explain all and
come home.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
At the recruiting station all went ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
as it should, and I was soon marchlakes, which are the two northerning, shoulder to shoulder between two most of th
group of Kroenig"8 lakes
took
stalwart peasant soldiers, who
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
my presence as a matter of course.
Ou the third day my name was person will be allowed jo hunt or
called as we stopped for dinner beside fish upon this property except mema little stream.
bers of tho club, and all persons go"Dmitri Pretzoff, a letter." I had ing there must be prepared to show
almost forgotten my new name.
a membership card in this organizaThe letter had been written by kins
tion. Otherwise they will be arrestcome
woman, and said that I must
ed for trespassing.
home at once, for Dmitri was dead.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
Dead! Dmitri, my old playmate;
AND FISHING CLUB.
the man I was going to marry some
time! I had not thought that Dmitri

Then a

OPTIC

T5he

13he

W. M., H. S

Secretary.

Wm. P. Mills,

vited.

o. O. MOOSE Meets second aat
fourth
eaei
Thursday evening
month at W O. W. Hall. Vljitl.
brothers cordially invited) Howard
T. Da,vis, Dictator; J. ThomhilL

.fan Petten, Secretary.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54V
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Tempie Montefiore si
NIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- 4 . iar co.nulave
er. 4 Tuea-dao'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
cordialiv
Isaac
in each month at Mar
irivtred
Appei
President: Oharlet (Sreenclay. Se
onlc Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.

Klnkel,

C.; Chas. Timme,

JS.

retary
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER

Meets every Monday evening a
thelr hall on Sixth street All vtel
Ing brethren cordially invited to at
Gui.
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.;
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; ' Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedscock, cemetery tniFt?
1.

NO. 3, ROY-

MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF A'MEWIC
S. Meets first and third Frldaa
Meet In the Forest of- Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. In Maaonio Temple,
Love at Woodmen, of the World
Mrs. J. o. Eutledje, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p. ax
tron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
WANTED Lawa
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
mowing,
cutting
Telephonf Mala 129.
weeds or other work around premClerk; Z. W. Montague, Local D3p
'
ises.
R. G. McAllister.
Call E. FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting members are espeG MurpUey'a.
102 Meea every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglak avenue.at
WANTED Experienced' cook,
S o'clock.
are
good
Visiting
wages. Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld, 1053
cordially welnoma J. C. Werti,

Wanted

rs

Eighth street..

C

WANTED

Dining room, he'ip and
pantry woman at Plaza Hotel. Apply

at

once--

.

WANTED

s
Reliable girl of good
for housework. No other need
1054 Seventh street.
apply.

ATTORNEYS

J. T. Buhler secretary;

president;

treasurer.

H.v Bally,

HUNKER & HUNKER
H. Hunker Chester A. Hma
George
B p. O. ELKS Meeta second and
Attorneys-at-Law-La- s
fourth Tuesday evening of each
New Mersw
Vegas.
home on Ninth stre:
month

Elk,

and Douglas avenue. Visiting brotb-ersarcordially Invited. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, Hxalted Ruler; D. W. Con-

mo-ral-

DENTISTS-

-

don. Secrets-- ?
DR. E- L- - HAMMOND, DENTtra.
WANTED 'Competent
stenographer
Crockett Building.
and office clerk Answer in own KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN- Office
Mala in
Telephone
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
Malm 1
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
WANTED
At this office, nice
Pioneer building.
Visiting memOR. F. 8. HUXMANN
Richard
bers are cordially
large cotton rags. Must be clean.
Dentist
5 cents per pound.
Devlue, O. K.; ?"rank Angel, r. 8.
Dental work of any descriptlos a
-

int-lte-

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

SIGN PAINTING
N. O. H

ANTED To rent, a barn in nelgfr
borhood of Sixth and Washington.
D. Optic:

vV

EH MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

briefly.
"I am a girl," I said, "I took the
Arrive
place of Dmitri Pretzoff, who was
1.
too sick to come now he is dead. No
May I go back and take care of his No.

Bepan
SO

p.

:15 p.
11:05 p.
2:10 a.
2:10

m

.11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m

:

mother?"
No.
The officer was astonished, then Mo in
45 0 m
dis
nonplussed, and above all he was
BOUND
WEST
pleased to think that such a trick had No. i
1:44 p.
1:20 p. m
been played.
: 10 a3
No
8:16
a.' b
m
counof
love
do
"Did you
this for
7
No.
4:30 p.
4:20 p m
try?" he questioned.
"No," I answered, "I went to seek No.
7:00 p.
:35 p. m
.
adventure," then I hung my head, for
the part that I wait playing did not
seem so heroic as it had at home;
all of a sudden I saw that I was
really an impostor.
But I was a woman, very tired,
almost sick, and tho officer had com
passion on me, for he wrote a pass
and gave me money enough to gel
This
back home on.
CM
C
And some way the papers got hold 1
Oliver
of the story and dilated on it as papers win, and it went all over the
-- if
use
world that I was a second "Joan oi
Arc," when I was only a foolish and
EMPRESS
ignorant girl.
I started home, still in my uniform,
with my knapsack strapped across my
FLOUR
shoulders and the precious pass signed
in
my
officer,
by the commanding
It s giving you
pocket.
Leaving the train at the little staa present or dotion at Svelk, I tramped disconsolate
kinstowards
fields
my
Iy through the
ing something
woman's holding.
A peasant was working in the field,
you 'd do any
a strong young fellow, I could tell
way when you
by the lusty strokes of his mattock
learn how Much
It must bo Jan Covens, I thought
of Dmitri's death.
helping bec-dBetter
EMPRESS
"Ho, Jau' I called, glad to speak
FLOUR
to one of my own people again.
really is. g
But It was not Jan that turned
Made by GERtoward me at the sound of my voice- -It
was Dmitri. Then I supposed that
MAN PROCESS
I must be delirious from overstrain,
ONE COUPON FROM
and that the man I saw before me
was only a phantom.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
But no, It was Dmitri, who welcomed
STAMPS
FIVE
me back as one from the dead; foi
BRINGS YOU THE
his mother had never told him of my
SPOON
IT S
v
taking his place, but had led him tc
GENUINE WM.
believe that I had wandered away, nc
ROGERS &
one knew where.
SONS' A A
Not till long after Dmitri and I were
STANDARD
married, did Anna Pretzoff tell me
SILVER
the whole truth about the strange
j PLATE
sickness of her son. When the day
had come for him to Join the army she
j BEAUTIFUL
7 FRENCH- drugged him with tea made from a
poisonous herb. He drank this liquid
GREY (STER
during the morning meal, and shortly
LING) FINISH
after became insensible. Later she
had written that ho was dead, thinkEMPRESS
ing that the news would bring ma
home.
can be ob- (Copyright by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
tained in this city horn
After fortune has smiled on ft man
he can afford to laugh and grow tot
i

For YOU!
elegant Rogers

-

ojjuuii
you

se
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ALL GROCEItS

KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets e
firy Monday even
Ing in Castle Hall

moderate prices.
1
Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, Ni M.

Room

!

J'

GRYGTflL QE

For Rent
ROOMS

FOR RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

FOR
511

RENT

Modern

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each, delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per lOO lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
, .
50c per 106 lbs

health
White

furnished flat.

Ninth street.

FOR RENT Five- room cottage
hi'il. Phone Purple 5301.

on

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
t

Phone Main 227

ftllscctlancous
FRIVATE board.

710

f ftflSt

I

l

A

.. -

3SX

Grand Ave.

RETAIL PRICES
PUBLIC NOTICE
Call of Bids for Survey
Notice is hereby given, that the
Honorable Board of County Commis-

sioners of Mora cocnty, will accept
bids for the survey of all lands situated on the Mora Grant, within the
County of Mora and State of New
Mexico-according to the United States
survey, in sections, townships and
ranges, the same to be marked with
monuments or stones to be numbered
with their respective numbers ot said
sections, townships and ranges, and
also showing the tracts of land as
owned and claimed by individuals, and
plats and b'tue prints made thereof.
Bidder or bidders to aeposit with
clerk of this board, 10 per cent of
the amount of his or their bid, on or
before the first day of July, A. D.
1913, with a good and sufficient bond
in double the amount of bis or their
said bid.
The Board of County Commissioners reserves the right to reject any
or all bids. All lids to be filed with
the clerk of this board, on or before
the above said date of July 1, A. D.

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs Each Dsiivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each) Dsiivery
'

1913.

whereof, the Board of
County Commissioners of Mora county, State of New Mexico, has caused
its Seal to be hereunto affixed, signed
by its chairman, and attested by its
clerk, at Mora, New Mexico, this 11th
day of April, 1913.
JOHN GANDERT,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
TITO MELENDE3, Clerfc.
'

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs40e per-- 100 lbs.
50c pan 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

,

In witness

-

!v':

Far J?tfc

EAST BOUND
:

three

furnished
rooms with privilege of bath. Address Mgr. Castenacm.

TIME CAP.il

NO.

Professional Health Culture for LadUtMR8. OLLIE SHEARER'
k
A V
4 ;1 Visiting Knigati General Massage, Hair an Scai
t
ere cordially Invit Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicur
'
Plaza Hotel,
ti. Chas Liebace
Cnancelloi Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. m
aer,
Commander. Harrj
PIANO FOR SALE On account of ry Martin, Keeper of Records anc
'Subscribe for The Optic
traveling will sell beautiful $400 Seal.
for
three
piano cheapcash; used
months. Call' and' see it. 508 Main.
Two or

WANTED

LOCAL

LODGE

DORADO

Harvesters,

Storers, and Distributors ot Natural Ice, the Purity a
ol Whleh Have Made Laa Vegas Famous.

lasting Qualities

OFFICE

.
N

p

y

--

r

IT

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified adi. search out the peopled to whom among all
those who MIGHT SWT tho particular thlsg is worth most

ru

want to sell is WORTH MOST i.0 somsoas
That, property
who reads the ads. In thia
wspaper and would aever hear s
your property unless It were advertised hers.
Others, who read aad answer ads. in this newspaper want
are anxious to pay caah for) books, automobiles, used macMaary
and furniture, articsna of ttselulness of any sort, and musical !
'
strumeuti.

(4

As the classified ads. ar read by aU possible buyeit, of all
ible sorts of thi&gs, they have come to be finder of the
mvt-b-s-

1

ii
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

they are made' to lie flat
the surface of the materia!.
vogue

BKIEF NOTES FROM FASHION'S REALM
All signs point to red and yellow net is placed on top, with a tiny
as the most popular summer colors. vet band outlining the neck.

vel-

Among the new and most attractive
Elaborate petticoats of china silk
Bf.mare those worn with the high
dresses
with
worn
and lace are being
neck ru(Cfles of '.pleated tulle and
mer negligees. ,
lace. The sleeves are trimmed with
of similar ruffles of tulle strapped with
belt is made
An attractive
scrim, embroidered in colored silk in bracelets of ribbon.
Bulgarian style.
Butterflies of lace or gauze are to
Lace and chiffon or lace and tulle be used extensively this summer to
are favored for sleeves and the up- trim the lingerie hats, while many
of the smartest gowns have a butterper portion of deeollette waists.
fly bow finishing the girdle at the
a
back.
skirt
has
new
deep
The
style
set-ohem finished with stitching!
or piping and softly gathered about
Finely tucked net forms the foundation of a charming fichu, cut In
the waist
form over the back and
A very pretty hat for the summer shoulders and gradually sloping to- is of black straw trimmed with a ward the front, where it terminates
pleated frill of maline and wreaths of in two sharp points.
blue and pink flowers.
A smart jacket frock Is developed
Some of the new wraps of black of finest white serge and the
coat has a vest of flowered
chiffon are embroidered with roses
0
In pink crimson and gold and lined silk, which
disappears beneath
broad girdle of black satin.
with two layers of pink chiffon.
n

flat-coll-

short-waiste-

A

novelty for outing and traveling shoes.

The largest tent in the world lias
been raised in which to hold the exercises of the reunion. Fifteen thou-

side.
CONFEDERATE
OF
VETERANS
The contrasting coat and skirt are
GATHER
f!MIES
UNION
AND
enjoying popularity. A pretty cosGETTYSBURG
AT
tume has a jacket of nattier blue
moire with a skirt of white serge.
Gettysburg, Pa., June 28. The adThe jacket is effectively trimmed with
vance
guard of a great army of peace
buttons and has a sailor collar of
reached Gettysburg today. It is esti-

black and white chiffon.

mated that there are already 20,000
visitors in this vicinity, and yet the
formal exercises of the Gettysburg
celebration do not beTomorrow morn- gin until Monday.
of the main
arrival
the
set
will
inug
armv of Blue and Gray veterans. To
day a vast body of army engineers,
skilled cooks, physicians and hospital
attendants Is engaged in putting the
finishing touches to the great tented
city where the 40,000 old soldiers will
be fed and sheltered during the six
days of celebration. The camp, which
will be thrown open at bugle call tomorrow morning, will be the largest
military camp that the country has
seen since the civil war. The camp
comprises 280 acres, starting about
200 yards from the High Water mark
monument on the battlefield, and lying to the southwest of the town and
partly on the scene of the first day's

An attractive handbag of taffeta
silk is ornamented with the frayed
The center of
edge of the taffeta.
the bag has an ornament of dull silAnother bag of
ver passamenterie.
changeable taffeta is trimmed with
two applique squares of shirred taf-

feta with a small antique gilt cord
and drops falling from the points.
Heavy gilt cord with passamenterie
ornaments on the ends forms the

A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
persons. It is prompt and effective.
It ccmes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
opiates Take no substitute for FoO.
ley's Hocfey and Tar Compound.
G. Schaefer and
Red Cross
Drug
fight.
Store.
The town of Gettysburg is beautful-lNEW MISSISSIPPI
and profusely decorated. Shlppens-burg- ,
LINE OPENED
Carlisle, Chambersburg and nuMeridian, Miss., June 28. Barbecues and general jollifications mark- merous other cities and towns within
ed the 'line of the New Orleans, Mo- a
radius, all of which will help
bile & Chicago
railroad today in to enterta'n the overflow of visitors,
honor of the first regul;i train over have put ci: holiday attire. The Stars
the new line. A regular schedule and Stripes and the Stars and Bars
will be maintained for the present as are prominent everywhere, with porfar as Union, Miss.
traits of Lee and Meade, Longstreet
and Pleasanton and other famous
No Substitute could do This
commanders of the opposing armies,
No inferior substitute but only the side
by side.
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have The
arrangements to guard the health
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Net., of his
veterans are of the most per- of
the
"I
trouble.
He
says;
wp?
kidney
and
the
with
bothered
pain jfect and elaborate character. At a
backache,
vould run up to the back of my head, cost of $25,000 the state of Pennsyand I had spells of dizziness. I took
has established an emergency
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the lvania
work and I am now entirely rid of hospital under canvas Just east of the
idney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and National cemetery grounds. A United
.
Red Vross Drug Store.
States field hospital is conveniently
located in the town. Ii addition three
Subscribe for The Optic.
good sized infirmaries have been set
y

i3 the snakeskln serge, in dark gray,
with dots of red, black and blue over

The summer evening wraps are
very oriental in effect, and are made
of silk, chiffon and transparent ciepe.
Flowers are being extensively em- Brilliant eastern colors, embroidered
ployed to adorn the hats of straw, with huge golden dragons or large
chiffon, crepg and lace designed for flower designs, are lined with chiffon.
dress occasions.
The wide crush girdle of satin, finA hew favorite in millinery is the ished with a large bow tied so the
hat of changeable silk or satin veiled ends and loops extend above and bewith tulle and trimmed with flowers. low the girdle several inches, is very
becoming to the girlish figure.
The color displayed beneath the
Removable buttons are a feature
lingerie dress may be repeated in a
taffeta souple or figured crepe de of some lingerie gowns and blouses.
chine short bolero fronted Jacket The buttons, of bone, are taken out
when the gown is laundered. They
mantlet..
are well made of highly finished
A round collar made of embroiderbone, and although they are much
ed white net is cut in points all the like the studs which women wore
way around. A short frill of the when shirt waists first came into
its surface.

sand veterans may sit under the bis;
canvas and listen to the orations of
Chief Justice White, Secretary of War
Garrison, Governor Tener and other
notable men who will address the
s
gathering.
was
a
Today
day of preparations
and arrivals. It was "go as you
please" with the early visitors, and
they took in the sights with a vigor
that was remarkable, considering the
age of the veterans and the fact that
many of them had just completed long
and tiresome journeys.
The battlefield caught the most of
them. The monuments were inspected and every hill and ridge was climbed to get a clear view of the field
where thousands of the youth of the
north and the south gave up their
lives in the fierce fight that was wa?-e- d
during the first three days of July

MORE

d

The realm of footwear has been
A corsage bouquet
for summer
gowns is made of roses and leaves invaded by the Bulgarian nole, and
of lace, which are either white or low shoes of silk crepe or dull silk
tinted to match the color of the are found in Persian and Bulgarian
designs. Stockings of the same colgown.
or as the silk are worn with these

There will be many ambulances
up;
and surgeons stationed about the field
ready to give first aid treatment and
rush the ill to the nearest hospital.

ALL OVER ONCE

scarf, embroidered in
which is turned about
tied in a double knot,
front and asaln at the

I

'
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28, 1213.

FIGHTING BATTLE

Frequently robes of mousselir.e de

a wide
oriental style,
the hips and
sometimes in

JUNE

011

ftie and pleated gauze are trimmed
with

SATURDAY,

EXPERIENCE
OF MOT!

SHAKE

Advice to Expectant Mothers

Allen's

INTO YOUR

SHOES

the antiseptic
It relieves painful, smartpowder.
ing, tender, nervous feet, and Instantly takes the sting out of corns and
bunions. It's the greatest
comfort
discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eamakes tight or new shoes feel
easy. It is a certain relief fur sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching:
feet. Always use it to Break In
New "shoes. Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25 cents. Don't accept any
substitute.. For FREE trial package,
address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
Foot-Eas-

The experience of Motherhood is a trying one to most women and marks distinctly an epoch in their lives. Not one
woman in a hundred is prepared or understands how to properly care for herself.
Of course nearly every woman
nowadays has medical treatment at such
times, but many approach the experience with an organism unfitted for the
trial of strength, and when it is over
her system has received a hock from
which it is hard to recover. Following
right upon this comes the nervous strain
of caring for the child, and a distinct n. y.
change in the mother results.
A Worker Appreciates Thl
There is nothing more charming than
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
a happy and healthy mother of children,
and indeed child-birt- h
under the right Oregon, says: "For the last fourteea
conditions need be no hazard to health or years my kidneys and bladder Incapabeauty. The unexplainable thing is citated me for all work. About eight
that, with all the evidence of shattered months ago I began using Foley Kid
nerves and broken health resulting from ney Pills, and they have done what
an unprepared condition, and with am- other medicines failad to do, and now
I am feeling fine. I recommend Fople time in which to prepare, women
in 1S03.
will persist in going blindly to the trial. ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer ana
Red Cross Drug Store.
It Is remarkable now long and well
Every woman at this time should rely
the soldiers remember every spot, evLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
TO WAR ON HOG CHOLERA
ery move, every order, every incident upon
Compound, a most valuable tonic and
June 28. Convinced,
Washington,
of a battle. They would gather in
invigorator of the female organism.
in the face of the increased cost of
Pickto
the scene of
groups and point
In many homes
living, that something must be done
ett's famous charge, to the spot where once
to save the hog as a food animal,
childless there
General Reynolds fell, and to the line
are now children beof the department of agriheld by the Union forces along Cen- cause of the fact
culture are preparing to begin a cam's
tenary Ridge from Culp's Hill to that Lydia E.
paign next week to eradicate hog
Round Top. They talked of reserve
Vegetable
cholera.
On Tuesday the $75,000 apcorps and attacks on their right; of Compound makes
propriated hy the last congress for
women
normal,
cavalry carges and defense by the
the work will become available.
and strong.
left. As they wandered around they healthy
estimates that the losses
If you want special advice write to from hog cholera last
would see a monument on which the
year amounted
Co.
Pinkliam
Medicine
E.
(conf- to not
inscription would particularly attract Lydia
less
than
$60,000,000.
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
their attention. Then they would fig- idential)
be opened, read and answered by a
ure out among themselves, throwing woman
WHOOPING COUGH
and held in strict confidence.
statistics to the winds how many
"I have used Chamberlain's CougH
men were left of their companies or
Remedy every since I have been
regiments when the battle was over. are expected to figure prominently in keeping house and I consider It on
The Blue and Gray veterans are not the exercises of the anniversary, and of the best medicines I have ever
the only soldiers who will be here will remain at Gettysburg for six used. My children have- all used it
during the week. Practically every Weeks, afterward to participate In and it works like a charm for colds
branch of the regular military ser- the maneuvers at the camp of college and whooping cough. In fact, I conTwo bat- and university students to be con- sider it good for any kind of a throat
vice will be represented.
talions of the Fifth infantry have been ducted by the 'war department offi- or lung trouble, and do not think any
here on guard duty for several weeks, cers. The college boys will live in household complete without It," writes
the signal corps has been much in a portion of the veterans' camp, L. C. Haines, of Marbury, Ala. You
evidence establishing a complete tele- which will be alowed to remain will look a good while before you i;nd
phone system through the camp. To- standing for them. During the re- a better preparation than Chamberday a battalion of engineers arrived. union the camp will be divided into lain's Cough Remedy for colds ond
The Confeder whooping cough in children. It conA battery of the Third field artillery two great sections.
is here, also several troops of the ate veterans have been alloted that tains no narcotic and is pleasant to
Fifteenth cavalry. AH of these troops part of the camp lying between the take. For sale by all dealers Adv.
se
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By Which Your Beneficiary Gets PAID if You DIE - By Which You Get PAID if You LIVE

PAID JUNE
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Total premiums received

$299 34
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GRAND STATE DEPUTY
Box 171, Las Vegas, N. M.
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$3864

R. C. HOWARD.
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87.00

and contributed in aS! $299.31, or a
Thus you see that the deceased Peter McDonald contributed $87.00 and his beneficiary received $2500.00 and that the five living persons received $500.C0 each,
total from all of $386.34 and had Brother McDonald belonged to any Old Line Co. for same length of time he would have paid in for first year $129.10, had he belonged to any other Fraternal order he would
have paid in $81 and each Co. or Society would have paid out same amount, $5000.00.
THE HERALDS OF LIBERTY have $257.21 more money than would have been received by any other Co. or Society and have five (0) LIVING MONUMENTS to Boost their Society
THE DIFFERENCE
in addition to every member in the respective classes, living in nearly every state of the Union, as well as the entire membership, for they know we will meet them on the road somewhere dead or living, with
the money. The Old Line Co. or any other Fraternal Order would have paid simply the beneficiary of the dead, and the DEAD, in Silent City, sing no praises for their Society nor speak to their friends, as do
New Division M0" just opened Junt 16th, 1913 JOIN NOW, you can only loose by not joining. The above proves our Rates are Adequate, and that we are
LIVING, TALKING, WALKING MONUMENTS.
93 at Aetna Building Association to have Representative to explain this wonderful plan cf insurbenefiting the living members as NO OTHER Company or Society is doing. Any one interested may call Vegas
ance. Good Men and Women wanted as District Organizers. Address

J.

,-

1913

Peter McDonald of Pittston, Pa., applied for (5) certificates of insurance in the HERALDS OF LIOERTY, and he was accepted as a member, February 7th, io3-Hi- s
certificates were distributed in five (5) different divisions, viz: 'D", E", "F", "G" and "I" thus giving him one hundred and fifty members to work with in securif we had placed them all in one Division in
is
ing his RESERVE FUND DISTRIBUTIONS from either Class 33 of Division "D'?t "E", "F", "G" or "I", which better than
rotation.
While Brother McDonald expected to live and receive a RESERVE FUND DISTRIBUTION in one or all of the Divfsions, he unfortunately died, after about three
months membership, and by reason of his having certificates in five different classes, five (5) different people in as many different cities were paid off, as follows:
cost him $68.40
$500.00
nindred, Pa.
Harry B. Hartzig,
68.40
500.00
Wm. W. Englebert, Ressemer, Ala.
68
46
Thos. J. Evans, M. D. Youngstown. Ohio, 500.00
54.16
LeanJer M. Parsons, Tunkhannock, Pa, 500.00
her
3 998
500.00
Scranton, Pa,
Retta McAndrews,
Peter McDonald, (deceased) $2500.00 paid in as prem
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quartered on the other side of tbe
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STUDENTS

ITttllS

THEIR
Try a dram ot qig Tayior liour- boa a', '"le Opera Bar- - -- Adv.

at El Por

Special Sunday dinner
venir, 75c. Phone Olive

First Car Due Now

Bacharach's big stock
Saturday and Monday.

Get in Your Order Early

season

at

to
off.
Backward
sale closes Tuesday, July 1
Bacharach's.
Adv.
One-fourt- h

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the disti'iiery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv.

CANTALOUPES HERE

15

Miss Nellie Floyd has been indis
posed for the past two days and has
been unable to be at her work at the
Rosenwald Furniture company's store.

and 2oc

The Great White

IT

I
j

lj

First
morning at the
Baptist church Rev. N. B. Green will
preach on "The Republic of God,"
and in the evening there will be an
installation of the officers of the Ii.
Tomorrow

THE OLD RELIABLE

Y. P. U.

Running as second section of train
No. 4 the Biograph Moving Picture
company, which has been playing in

WAGON

California and Arizona for the past
few months, will pass through Las
Vegas tonight on its way to Chicago.
i

r

mum .J..H...I.... ....

..jiilm.

n

r

Word received today from La Lien-drand places in that section of the
state say that the heaviest rain that
has been seen there for years fell
who
saw
yesterday. People
the
storm say it was little less than a

e

cloudburst.
The cost of making the trip to the
Hot Springs on the big picnic that is
to be held on July 4, will be 15 cents
for the children and 25 cents fcr
adults. This price is unusually cheap
and will be appreciated by every person who wishes to make the
trip.
Present indications are that the attendance will be large.

Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents

THE NORMAL PEOPLE EXPRESS
THANKS FOR COURTESIES
BY

CITIZENS

That the students pf the summer
schcoi of the New Mexico Normal
University thoroughly appreciate the
kindness tendered them during the
past two weeks was shown this morning when the chairman of the committee of general matters of the students sent in the following notice to
The Optic:
To Messrs. Duncan and Browne.
We, the students of the New Mexico Normal University, hereby express
our thanks for the kind entertain
ment tendered us on the afternoon of
June 25. 1912.
To the business men's class of tne

L A MD W

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALt

AND RETAIL

MONEY TO LOAN
We are prepared to make first mortgage loans on Las Vegas real
estate. No "Red Tape."
Loans handled promptly and carefully.
Why not invest your money in Las Vegas real estate at present
prices? We can show you some bargains that are hound to make
you good money if you will take advantage of them.
A FEW GOOD

HOUSES FOR RENT.

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
': .n 40.

Prest. and Mgr.

,

603 Linco'ln

Avenue.

liffi Store of Hie Best of Everjiiiing Eatable

Fresh Fruit
Arriving Daily Such as
1 1

California Apricots, Ciyman Plums, Peaches, Table
Cherries, Pie Cherries, Strawberries, Dewberries,
Lemons, Oranges and Bananas

1

II!E

GHAAF & UAYVABD CO. STORE

riage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Phiza hotel.

JARS i;

Pints, per dozen
Quarts, per dozen
Half gallons, per dozen,

Silks.

.75

..

'

,

.

r

-

,fl u

90

..

1.20

ECONOMY JARS

Pints, per dozen
'..$1.05
1.25
Quarts, per dozen
Half gallons, per dozen . . 1.65
Extra tops, for above, dozen 20c
Extra clamps, for above, doz. 10c
JELLY GLASSES
One-thir-

,

were Fortunate in securing
a large quantity of 4 in hand Ties of Job
All

50-65-7-

AM

new

qualities in a variety of Colors and Shapes.
Materials which we are offering for a

few days

'

AT

d

or 3 for

I

I

THE
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"HARVEY'S"

-
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Recently

HEADQUARTERS

MASON-

,

lf

t,

Famous mountain ranch; 31st.
Old management; old rates. Car-

:

!

k

f

and Jar Rubbers.
WE ARE

''!

Sede at Greenbergers

pints, per dozen . .35c
to thank the business men's class for
One-hapints, per dozen ..40c
the kind permission given us to wit
Jar Rubbers. Der dozen .... 5c W
ness the volleyball game at the Y.
M. C. A. last night and also for the
CKLYA7
,
delicious refreshments given us at
that time.
To the Business Men of Las Vegas
ROSEHTHAL
and the Commercial Club:
As students of the New
Mexico
Normal University and residents of
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
various localities of this state we
our
thanks for the
hereby express
kind entertainment tendered us, and
state that our cordial reception has
Light automobile lamps at ,8:04
greatly strengthened our
appreciation o'clock
'
tonight.'
of the 'Meadow City.
MAE
MURPHY,
(Signed)
Chairman.
The American Federation of Labor
is inclined to be jubilant over the
The Las Vegas lodge of the Inde fact that for the first time in Its hispendent Order of Odd Fellows will tory its membership now exceeds the
hold a memorial service for deceased 2,000,000 mark.
members tomorrow. - All members of
the order are requested to meet at
The Brotherhood of Locomotive
the lodge rooms tomorrow afternoon
at 2 o'clock to go in a body to the Firemen and Enginemen has voted in
cemetery to dedicate the graves of favor of admitting to membership all
Odd Fellows at rest there.
employes engaged in the operation of
electric locomotives.

,The Las Vegas Blues will leave to
morrow morning for Santa Fe inhere
hey will play the Salmon Greys of
the Capitol city. The West :; side
boys have improved greatly since
their last game with the Greys pnd
hope to win this time. Although the
weather conditions here have been
Las Vegas citizens are looking for- so that it was impossible to play
ward with great interest to the com- ball, the boys nave practiced every
evening and are in excellent condiing concert that is to be given for tion.
...
the benefit of the Las Vegas hospital.
Miss May Raynolds will sine two
PLAZA HOTEL
grand opera selections. One will be
Special
Sunday Dinner, 50c
the famous Salve d' Amor from
r
and the other the popular Ri- Mu'iligatawney Soup
torna VIncltor from Aida. This exFrench Chow Chow
cellent music, with Professor 'E. K.
Crab a la Maryland;
Wentworth Layton's illustrated lec ,;,
ture, promises to be one of the best Prime Roast Ribs of Beef, natural
concerts ever given in Las Veens ,,,,
Roast Lamb Bread Dressing,
Mr. Layton's lecture
will be on ,..
Mint Jelly
"Musio and Art, Past and
Present," Apricot a la Collort, Pineapple Salad
and will be illustrated with over 100
slides.
Baked Potato in Half Shel'
Sliced Tomato on Lettuce
The vacant lots of the city are rapCreamed Cauliflower
idly becoming covered with a bountiful supply of weeds, and Mayor R. Fresh Strawberry Ice Cream Sundae
J. Taupert has suggested that
Cocoanut Kisses
Fruit
Nuts
every
property owner and resident immeFresh Cherry Pie
diately take steps to cut down all of
this class of fo'iiage before it starts Coffee Tea Milk Postum Ice Tea
seeding. Weeds nave proved to be
a big nuisance in Las Vegas, and
RUNYAN THE RIGHT SORT
each year the residents have been
Dr. Frank N. Lynch of Rockford,
requested to cut them down before 111., says: "It gives me genuine pleasthe seeding time. This summer there ure to commend both ihe man and the
is to be a general campaign and every work of Rev. W. M. Runyan. I have
property owner and resident will be not known a nobler, purer, manlier
expected to Degin at once to see to preacher than this brother beloved.
it. that this big nuisance is abated. He is
strong in the pulpit, honest m
Vacant lots, church yards and many conviction, rich in persona'l experiother places fire covered with weeds. ence, sweet In disposition (which is
The time to get brsy is now, say the so much to be appreciated), accept'l
able in his methods, true to his Mascity authorities.
ter, faithful in instruction and transclean in his life." This city
parently
The storm sewer on National ave
of Las Vegas is to be honored by havnue between the river and Eleventh
street has been completed, and all ing the leadership of Rev. Mr. Runyan
in a series of union revival services
rain water that falls in that section
9.
of the city qan now be carried away beginning July
without damage to the streets. Metal
TO THE PUBLIC
culverts' have been placed on two
On and after July. 1, iai3, we will
streets and there are sti'il a number
to be placed. These culverts will be discontinue the sale of 5c and 10c
a big advantage In keeping all streets bottles of cream as the new state
in a good condition, regardless of 'law. forbids the sale of cream or milk
half-pinIn other than quarter-pint- ,
heavy rains, and j et will not mar the
and quart bottles. The cream
pint
appearance of the street. A culvert
we put out is all whipping or double
has been placed on Seventh street
cream testing around 35 per cent and
and Main avenue and another on
of it are such
Seventh street and National avenue. the keeping qualities
we believe the purchase of quarterthat
Mayor Taupert stated this morning
-pint
s
bottles at
and
that before long all the streets, where
15c will not inconvenience
at
our
necessary, will be supplied with these
In the least.
patrons
culverts, thus keeping:, the roadway
in good condition and maintaining a THE CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY,
Adv.
Fred E. Corbett, Prop.
good drainage system. The improvements are expected to do a great
deal of good'.

We show (he largest stock
of Fruit Jars, Jelly .Glasses
Sealing Wax, Parafine Wax

'

Tann-hause-

GOA

PUTTING UP FRUIT

Y. M. C. A.:
We, the students of the New Mex
Carnival ico Normal
University, hereun

company will leave Trinidad tomor
row morning and arrive in Las Vegas
tomorrow evening to remain for a
week's stand.
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Way

APPRECIATE

ENTfcllTAIffflT

EXTENDED

coat,
Adv.

28, 1913.
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half-pint-

OIL SHIP BURNS
New York, June 28. Divers were
summoned to search for bodies in the
hold of the Standard Oil tank steam
er Mohawk, wrecked late yesterday
by the explosion of 200 tons of fuel
oil. Checking up shows that probably no more than four of the crew per
ished. Of the half dozen injured, the
condition of. one was serious this

morning.
The fire boats did not retire from
the burning vessel until after 2 o'clock
this morning.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York June 28. The last sales

at the Stock Exchange today were:
60
Amalgamated Copper
107
Sugar, bid .'
Atchison ... . .. .
,
95
Reading
.....158
Southern Pacific
95
Union Pacific
148
United States Steel .
53
United States Steel, pfd
103
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE

Range, dining table and

other furniture.
street.

1113

DON 'T

WAIT

GREENBERGER

Owinjj to Unusually

JX

j

f

Before You Buy Anything in
Furniture See Our Splendid
Stock, the Most Select in Las
Vegas
Our Store is the Place in Las Vegas
Where You Can Buy
HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS

GUN

SECTIONAL

104

A

mm

BOOKCASES

Everything to Furnish the Home
For Cash and on Easy Payments

Eleventh

623-62-

THE BEST. THAT

vj W

DOUGLAS

5

,

B

I fill
S I

AVENUE

Santa Fe, N. M.
and return.

j7Mj
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Christian Endeavor
Convention and Sunday
School Association
July 1st to 6th Inclusive

head-

quarters for fresh
and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables

CHERRIES EVERY DAY
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CAN BE MADE

STRAWBERRIES AND
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BAKERY GOODS

a. re

1

;

MONOBATMATTRESSES

SANITARY

We

,

ROYAL REST CHAIRS

'

I

Heavy
Business Our Largest Carload of Furniture Received
Six Weeks Ado Is Onlv Now
Ready to Display on Our
1WX J

M

ififil si
is

I

EARLY

COME

Tickets on sale June 29th to July
3rd inc.. final return limit July 8, '13

Po 11
'

1?4 H

:

D. L. BATCHELOR. Agt.

plain facts

That rotter's can serve that next
party of yours at less expense and
worry, with the best of service and refreshments than you can. Let ns
quote you prices on any number of
people.

THE POTTER CANDY

CO.

Adv.

C.D.BOUCHER
PHONE

MAIN 4 and

21

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

